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fhe purposes of this study were:
learning style of older adults

1

to investiga"te the

('j)

age 55 and

Kolb LGanl"inq Style Inventor"y (LSI),

(?)

over~

using the

to uxandrw the

re'iationship between learning s·tyle and the channe'ls of
disseminat-ion used by, and preferred by, older' adLI-lts for

receivinq three types of clothinq information, (3) to
examine -the relatiorlship between learrling sty-Ie 811d selected
demogr'aphic variables, and (4) 'lo examine the relationsh'ip

betweerl the channe'ls of

d'~sseminat'iorl

preferr'ed arId se'lected

denlographic var"iables.
A quest~'ionnair"(0 ~"a,s deve'loped and ma'i led)

the LSI, to a sample of 400 older adults
centra-j Mirlnesota.

fJ"lonq ~'!'i-t:,f~1

iving in south

A tota"] of 275 (69%) were retLlrrled , of

which 246 (61.5%) wer"s usable.
erl"ts wer"e fetna"le (80.5%).

1"1"18 majority of the r"espond-

Over" half of the samp'!e were 65

to 74 years of age, whi'le near"!y 33% were 75 to g4 years of

Frequencies and percentages were obtained for demographic and other descriptive data.

Clli-sqLlare, one-way

arlalysis of var"iance, and Krllska']-Wa'j"lis one-way ana-Iysi@ of
var"iance were used to test the stated nul'j hypotheses.

The find-ings ot the study led to "the follow"ing COnCiL!S"Ions:

(1) The use of the l_SI as a guide when selec't-ing

charlne'ls of d"isseminat"iorl was not affirmed. (2)

~I()

sLlpport

can be glven ,to 'the re'latiollSh-ir) betweerl "earrling style and
gerlder, age,

Jeve'] of educatiorl) place of residerlce, and

part"icipa"tion in organized educationa'j activities.

(3)

Oemograf)flic data may be llsefu"1 as an irldica'tc)Y" of the
charlrle'ls

()f

dissemination tha"t are pr"sferred by o"lder adliits

for receiv-ing c-lott1irlg -irlformation.

(4) "fhe media most

C()mnlon-!y ava-ilab'le to o'ider- adu"l"ts (magazirles, newspaper"s,
television) were selected as the most preferred media.
-rhe

resp()nderlt~s'

(5)

higher r"ate of participation "in organized

educational activities by higher educational

leve! SL!pports

previous r'esearch which purports a positive relationship
between these two var"iables.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Increasing life expectancy coupled with a declining
birthrate "fs resulting in a demograph"ic shift 'toward a
greater percentage of older adults in the total population.
This older population, age 60 and over, is projected to
double by the year 2030 with the greatest parcen"tage ot
growth in those over 75 years of age (U.S. Bureau of Census
1980).

At the 1981 White House Conference on Aging. an
overwhelming mandate for education was demonstrated as being
essentia'i in meet'!ng the needs of the o'ider popuiat'iorl
(Johnson, 1982).

Adult education has recently focused

more attention on o"lder adu-I"ts,

but research has ind1cated

that they participate less than other age groups In organized educational activities (Heisel et.al.,
'1986),

A natic)na"1

1981;

Fisher,

survey by Harris & Associates (1975)

found only two percent of persons age 65 and older were
enrolled in adult education activities.

However,

learning

does not necessar"ily stop when an individual gets older.
Tough (1978) and Penland (1979) found that the majority of
learning undertaken by adults was independent, self-directed, and often conducted to solve problems dealing with
daily living.

Tough (19791 found that adults,

including

older' adu'lts, spend many hours engaged in 'learning endeavors
which are apart from the tradit·jona'i classroom setting.

Numereus barriers which inhibit the participatien of
older adults in erganized educatlonal activities have been
'identif'ied (Cr'oss,1979; Bauer',1975; Gr'al'18Y
Hiemstra 1972; and Price & Lyon 1982).

&

Hayes,1976;

However, Dell-

mann-Jenkins, Papalia-Finlay, and Hennon (1984-85) believe
an important reason why older adults do not participate in
organized educationa'j activities was rela"ted to the learn"ing
styles and interests of this group,
GoodY'o"l (1975), Labouv'ie--Vief

'1'176), McDaniel (19fl4),

Rindskopf & Charles (1975) contend that there has been a
limited amount of research in the area of learning styles
and needs of individuals in later adulthood.

Clarification

of the preferred learning styles of categories of older
penwns (e.<]., younq"o'id vs. (old'-olel) wou'ld facil 'itate mcwe
efficient and effective "learn'irlg according to Lowy ('1983).

To determine an ind"iv"idualsls '!earrling sty"le, the
Learning Style Inventory (LSI) has been developed by Kolb
(1984).

The LSI "identifies four different types of learning

s·tyles wh'ich are based on ·the experientia'j learning mode"}
(l'olb,IS84).

The revised LSI 1985 has been tested by Kolb

and his assoc'iates on per"sons age 18 to 60, but has not
been used with adults over age 60.

In order for older adults to continue to live lndependently, they need the latest information to aid them in
copin9 with the prob'iems associated \>rith da"ily liv'in<]
(Dav"i s, i 971).

1..lome economi sts anci o'tller" profess'j ona! shave

developed p("()9,ams and "info,mational mater"ialro especially
deroi9ned for the older adult, however, much of thiro haro not
reached the intended audience because older adultro do not
participate irl organized educational activ"ities where these
mater"ia'is are often used.

Therefore, o·ther avai-Iab"le media

channels could be used for channeling information to
o 'J cle Y' adu"j ts.

Because many channels of dissemination aY's ava'j'lable

fo, uroe by home economirotro and otherro involved in the
diroroemination of info,mation to older adults, it becomes
necessary to know wh"ich channe"ls are current"iy being

accessed by o"lder adu'lts and if these chanrlsls ar's pr-eforred

for 9ainin9 ropecific kinds of information.

F(ubi n

(1982)

"irldicated that mass media, other than television, have been

i9nored by communications and aging researchers.
to Hame"ist;er

(197b),

According

infor"ma"t"ion must be channe"led thr"OU9h

media and bY"oadcasting

t~lat

are easily access'ib"le ,to a'ider

mlul ts.

The purpose of this study was to examine the learnin9
styles of adults, age 55 and over, usin9 the Kolb Learning
Style Inventory.

A roecond purporoe was to determine if there

iro a reiationrohip between the learning rotylero of older
adultro and the channelro of dissemination used by and
preferred by older adults for receiving specific clo'th'ing

4

informatiorl.

A third purpose was to exam-ins the relatioll-

Gh'ip of each of t,he fol'lovlinq:

(I) aqe,

un

gender', (3)

educat 'i ona 'II evel, (4 ) place of reG'i dence , (E»
participation/nonparticipation in organized educational
activitieG, and the learninq GtyleG of older adultG,

A

fourth purpose was to examine the relationship between the

channelG of diGGemination preferred by older adultG for
receiving clothing information and the demographic vari'
ables: ags)

gender, educational

level,

place of residence

and participation/nonparticipation in organized educational
act'iv'itiElG,

_

B_~_~~_~,.~~Ls;;JJ _" QJ!_Q.§...tJ.9J1~?_____tll:J. ~~L.J::Ly'P9 _tJI._~ § __~__$_

ThiG rElGearch waG deGigned to inveGtigate tho following
queGt 'j ons.

'I. What channels for the dissemination of "information
are used by older adultG for receivinq clothing information?
2. What channelG for the diGGemination of information
are preferred by older adultG for receiving clothinq
i nfor'mat 'j on?
3. Do older adultG have available for UGe the followlnq: televiGion, radio, video tape player/recorder, and
audio cassette player/recorder?

4.
papers,

~Iow

often do o'lder adults read magaz"ines, news-

books, and newsletters?

5. Did the older adults participate in educational
classes or courses dur"ing the past year?

If they did, who

were the sponsoring organizations?
Th"ls research was designed to test the fo"!lowing

null hypotheses.
1. There is no significant difference in the dissem'~nation

channels used by older adults for receiving clothing

information and their learning styles.
2. There is no significant difference 1n the dissem-

ination channels preferred by older adults for receiving
clothing information and their learning styles.
3. There is no significant difference in the learning

sty'les of older' adults and (a) gender', (b) age,
'i onal

'1

(c)

educat ..·

evel, (d) pi ace of res i dence, and (e) P;'U"t i c'i pat"i on

or nonparticipation in organized educational activities.
4. There is no significant difference in the dissemina-

tion channels preferred by older adults for receiving
c'loth'in9 'infonllat'ion and (a) gender,

(b)

age, (c) ,,,ducat ..

i ona 'I 'I eve 1, (d) pI ace of l"eS 'i de nee , and (e) par·t i c'i pat. ion
or nonparticipation in organized educational activities.

[)QfJDIJ,jglJ'2fT§rm§.
Ilj§§em'iX1Citigll"methgc:i§lctlc)f10eig .... commun i cati on of
irlforrnation via audio tapes, books, newsletters, newspapers,
magazines, radio, television, and video tapes.

G
QJ~igC~\cllIJt-

per'sons who al"o age 55 and over', al so

called elderly, senior citizen, aged.
YolE19gJ,<j'" per'sons who are aqe 55 to 74.

rrLci

per'sons

~\fho

ar'e

ar;]8

75 anel

OVEH".

1IlJox'Wg'ctmll,,,cil,l,c:;gt,jg!:l ,I1.E),E)cJ '" a qap between "\·,hat,
ot' the actua 1 present status of the person and

IS

"v/hat cou 'j d

be" or the des'i r'able status that; could be achieved by the
person in a learninq situation.
1"E)grn'ing.§,~tyJE)

'" an 'indiv'idua'I'(; char'acLel"istic !·Iays

of preceiving and processing information (Kolb, 1976).
U)?'ILn:,i,JL9§t)lJ"'.lnYeJJ.tCl['yLk§JJ "

A

sel f'" repol't i nstru'"

ment used ·to assess "Iear'ni!lg style.

Ag(3,ldmn.:t;:ign"
The following assumptions were made:
1. The procedures used to identify the older adults

for the study are valid and provide a representative sample.
2. The research instrument used in this study was

appropriate for examining the research questions and
hypotheses.

3. The revised Learning Style Inventory (1985) was

an appropriate instrument for measuring the "learning styles
of older adults because of its relevance to adult learninq
tileo r'y .

7

I,.jrnjt.§tion§of . . . t.:.IIEJ. ...Stclc:ly
The findings of this research were subject to the
following limitations.
I.

The population involved in this study was confined

to older adults in region nine of southern Minnesota.
2. The channels of dissemination used in this study
wer"s "limited to audio tapes, books, newsletter"s, newspapers)

magazines, radio, television, and video tapes.

3. Conclusions for the study are applicable only to
older adults with corresponding characteristics (age,
income "level, educationa") level, p"lace of residence, etc.).

$ig.niJig flD(;9..ot .... ~.b.9.._$t.LJ.cl.y

This study should provide information for professionals
and practitioners in home economics and adult education
regarding the learning styles of older adults.

:<. n 0\0'1 1odge of

the dissemination channels preferred by older adults for
receiving information will be of use to educators who
provide In-serVlce training for practitioners in direct
contact with older adults.

Since recent research shows that

conventional programming approaches are inadequate in
reach'irlg older- adults (He'isel, eLal., H) f.) 1 ), ther'o Ie; noed
to look for alterative methods of information dellvery.
Tho examination of tho relationship of learning
styles of older adults to the methods of dissemination used
by and preferred by older adults for receiving specific

8

information will contribute new knowledge to the learning
sty-Ie theory.

CH/\PTt:H I I
LITt:RATUHt: REVIEW
Thl s

'I i ter'atul"e

r'ev 'I ew of

'I ncl ud,9s fot.lr' ai"eaG:

(I)

participation/nonparticipatlon of older adults in organized
adult eclucat'lon activlLies,

In

Lhe theol'Y of

iCdl"lnnq

styles,

(3) dissemination channels used by older' adu'lts to

r~ece'jve

-infor'rnD.t-ion)

(·4·)

DSnGI"al

o'jcl(~;c,

inf'o("ma.t"ion noc:;ci.3 of

adults, and (5) informat"ioll rlseds of o'ider' adu'I'ts Y"e'lated to
c loth'inq.

1,1,1, "Adul t

EclucaL'i()n

During the past decade there has been a gr"OWlng

interest in the devs"lopment arId imp'lemen"tation of educatiollal pr'ograms for o-lder adLllts.

T'his has beer! clue in part to

the shifting demogr"aphic trends 'in 'the U.S. popu!at-ion
(F~ebor".:,

I~)g·!).

Unfor'tunat!.3-ly)

::;;tucl-i(::s ha'/Q

ind'Jc:ated

!()'v'1

rates of part'ic'ipat'ion by older adults in organized !eaio'ning
In a na'tiona-I sLlrvey by Louis
f\s~)()c-iates

(i91b»)

on'ly t,WD percent. of a']'1

~Iar'r"is

arld

-jrld')v-iduE-l,l2::> 05

and older' wer's enY'o-iled -irl adult educ8'L-ion ac'tivities,
alt~lough

uates)

-it,

the percen'tage was higher
via;:;

only one

schoo'} dipioma.

pc:r-cE~nt

(7%) for co'I'lege grad-

for' per'sons \t'/'ithout:. a

h-igh

A re-ana'lys"is of Harr"is data, using on'!y

those subjects who way's 60 years of age and o'ider,

~'Ieisel

1

Darkenwa']d, arId Arlderson (1981) found on'ly five percent ot

the sample being engaged -in adu'lt educat"ion

ac1~'ivities,

Accordirlg tC) the Na't-iorlB'j Cerlter' for" EdLlcatlonal Statist'leG
(1978),

four porcent of the population 55 years and abeve

were actively engaged in adult education Bc't·iv·it·ies.
(1979) ana')yzed 20 std'te cifld flatiorlal s,tudies

c~OtlCerrl-

ing adu'lt education participa'tiofl 3!'ld inter'est

conc'luded

no more than five ,to ten percent ot: tllose

t~la't

C:r"oss

year's of

f~5

age and older' par·t·icipated 'irl adult educatioll.
In conlpar'jng nOfl-par't-ic-ipan'ts to
ot.

par'ticip~nts)

~ie'ise'l,

(' 19B-i) found t.h;:,1t paY'··t'lcipants tc)nded t·e cxh'ib"l"t:.

a-I.

higher' lave-is of edLlcat'jC)rlal atta'inment and irlC()ms! and Vicr'e
Fisher (1986) also found

tha·t par,·t·jc;ipants d-itfered signif'icant'!y fr"orn flC)fl-'part-'
"ic'jpants in love-! of education attairlmerlt.

In the

F'"i~3hel"

stLldy of 786 active o'lder adLlits (age 55 or' over)
Milwaukee County, WI, 'the mean 'level of educational attain·-

it was grade 12+.
Goodr'o'll'!

(l~')/D),

"in a .stucly of :?bf1 older'

aclult~·:,:,

found that 58 percen't of the r'anclomly selected individua'is
66 to
for"ma'l

Df)

y(0a(,~3

aqe l,'/it;h a rned-Ian 'It;)ve'j oi:

()f

schoo-] -j ng

\~/er"e

"'''';'"i 'I 'I

'j n~j

to t,{,:l)-«(:;

!(!,(:i

;:;~1dvant:J,']C::

ye;.:u···:·,> of
of c.ldu-j t

educat'lon exper'jences 'if they could 'learn anytf'-Ing they
Vfant:.ed IN"j thou't any exp(:.;nd-j tl!r'E~ of- mon'ies on the'"i I" oar~t~"
w~li-!e

the c'lder

popula1~'ion

expr'esses an

(p.419).

However,

inter'sst,

they do not actua'!'jy par·ticipate to any great

e)<t.ent in c:ont'inu-inq eclucat,'ion

(v'!a::;~}<,el

'in

Of'~Unj

j9B;~).

--~--"~.-----~.-----------------------------------~

I I

"!ttle impr"OVenlsrlt in the
pdt"t-ic ipa-c.-ion

()f

in Or"uan"i zed dclLl I

o-Iclcr" aciu Itu

1,:,

i:";-;duc::'lt'I()(')

act""i v"i t,- -'j es,

(- ' y , y .....

educatiolla-' particlpa-t'ion "in 'the adu-It years:
(!) situa-tioFlal

barY"iers

1

SL!ch as lack ot

ti-ans

portatiorl, health factors, pr"ohiblt"ive costs, and lack ot
t-Ime;

(2) institu-t"ionai barr-ier"s, such as the location arld

scheduling of ·the course, comp'lexity ot reg-istr"utioll,

-lack

of irltormat-ion aboLlt opportunit'ies, and 'instr"uctor behaviors
2:H1Ci

st~el"eot.ypes;

learn-ing anxlety.

(3) d"ispos-j-t-jonal barriers. such as
lacl<' of

intF)("t:~~)t

'1n

tear"n-inq"

neqi::-1t-ivE:':.'

e>~p(;r"'i(;;nce

V-;"Ith

forma! scho()llng, or' a bellef ·tflat iearn-irlg -is rlot for

older'

peop 'I e.

SLlrveys at older adults 'Indicated

t~lat

these barr"ler's

to pay"ticipa"tioll in adult educa'tion exist In the older

popu I at·1 on

>

,!\ccor"d"in9 to H"!emstr'[:l (i::J12)

ret'if"cd persons,

j

V/ho s'Cl)ct'led ,~. ~6

the three salierl't reasons inh'lbiting

participat"IOfl wer'e:
lIke to go out at night, and (3) can learn by seit,
cone; I UdE:cl

He

1

answer"s it pr"ogr"ams tor" the aged are to be successtui'-

(p.

Lack ot tr'arlspor'tation was a'iso r"epor'ted by

'lOg)"

Good )"'0'8

prlme r'eason tC)Y' r)orlpar'ticipat-ion,
/\ ~;tudy by (ir'aney and H2tY,S

ot socia'l! psycho'logical and J)hysica'j

r·El.F1SJE:;

covF.!r'ecl a \lJ'ide

(1976)

Thoy

bar~-ier·s.

liv-iFlg in Wictl"lta,

'irlter'viewed 424 per'sons aged 62 and older'

/-\

compelt"'j

SO!'1

of b;::tr'Y"!

inter'sst

WllO expressed
adult~s

ed.
'1

n

dnd

to i.:,,;tf<, 'j n<)
1fl

CU 1,J!"t;,f2)E;

arnot'lS]

()

I del"

ad 1...1 i t;:::3

taklng caur'see and -tllose ofder'

who war'e d'ls-jn"ter'ssted -in "tal(-ing COLlrS8S was cor'lduct··

'r~le

top

t~lree

t.a,k 'I n~J CuU!"30~:":;
(:0)

bar'r'ler's expr'essed by those lilter'ssted
1;-1c:)r'E:';

elY

thO'::5E-,)

tak-jng caur"ses were,

of'r'er'{Dc.i.'

(~::)

'! a,c~\ of'

(I)

-i nfOl"rnat 'j

(;~:)

on,

mon,::: i)

In corltrast, the three most important

ti me .

bat't"io('b c;-ited
-in

81'",:3

fE~e-I'inu

o-!der' adu'lts "tho ItJer'8 d-i:.:;-il-)te('e~-:.~t:'E~d
('j)

d'~s'interest

too aId to

of place irl -the c-lassroom.

lea!"n,

"irl the courses beirl~1
:::lnc!

(::'3)

'f'ee'linSJ out

March, Hooper, dnd Baum (1977)

a'iso fourld that the majority of the respondents (67%) '~n
LhC-;'jr' st~udy wer'e r!ot~ 'intet·E,~;:.,t~(::\d
s 'i tuat 'i on.::) beCaUS(3 th(.:Y f(-:;)! t

'In pa.r't-ic"ipat"in9

I e~:t!"n "i nq

In

ler,'lt~'n-inq

"can be acc\u -I r (;-~d

outs -j de the c I ass r'oom" '.
A ["'ec(:)nt study condLicted by F:>r""i

CE-)

a,ncl

Lyon

( 19(-~'.Z)

examined var"ious a'ttitLld'jna'l cornponents of the edLlca·tiona"J
orientat-iotlS of the aged.

men·t were examined and dlscussed 'in Y'e'lation to 'the a't'titudinal difl18tlsions.

Of 'the 172 responc!erl-ts aged 55 and elver,

67 (39%) said that weather conditions would keep them from

attending educat"iorlal/cu'jtLlral events.

Other barr'jars to

participation identified Were: location of event (30%1.
poor health (25%), transportation (24%), someone to go with
them (24%), not knowing abc)ut the activity in advance (22%),
They concluded that weather condi't-iorlS
(which was significant) and lack of transportation, espec-'
ially in the winter' in a rural area, would reduce participation in educational activities.
Price and Lyon

indicated that bar'riers rather

(1982)

than attitudes may be a greater factor in determining
participation in educational activities.

They

G'i:~ated

J

a multiplicity of factors, rather than just an isolated
s'ingle reason, must be

lool~ed

at for why there is not

SF'eater' par't'icipation in eclucationa'i activ'it'ies by the aged"
(p.472).

In contr'aGt, f)eter'Gon

(IStl'l)

Gtatecl that "edue'

ational participatiofl is r'e"lated to some specific, positive
'pushl rather than simply the abserlce of any of the barr'jers
to par't-!cipat';on" (p. 2(0).

He identified one pUGh as "need

for some particular information or interest in learning
about

2\

( 'I 979)

topic" (p. 250).

This was 'in agr'eement with f'iGher

who l"epol"ted that "uGefui ness of the ,;ubj eet matter'"

was an important reason for participation in aclult education.
A vaGt number of older aciultG are involvecl in learning
activitieG that are undertaken by the learner (Tough, 1979)
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outside the or'ganized educational arena.

This "invisible

leanlinq" a110\<ls the o"lde, pen30n toleanl at horne vlith
litt"le expense, at their own pace, afld w'ith the use of mass
med"ia (Peterson, 1983), thus overcoming many of the bar'riers

desc r" i bed.

Theor'y of Learn'ing Sty"ies
This section of the review of literature examines
('I)

coqn"itive and 'inteqr'atedlear-n'ing 3tyle models, (~~)

r'esear'ch using learr)'ing styles with older adults, and
(3) 3pecific re3earch using the Ko1b learning style inven-

tor'y.

"Q.Q9[d"LiY9§tYJe§
A major portion of r-e3earch on learning 3tyles deals
i'lith "cognit"ive styles," I~hich l'litkin (1976) defined as
"cogn"it"ive characterist"ic modes of funct"ioning that we
reveal throuqhout our perceptual and intellectual activities
'in a h'i(Jh'ly cons'ist,ent and pel"vw3'ive way" (p.3J).

H'is

model of coqnitive style resulted from over 25 year3 of
research on field dependence-independence.

The basic tooL;

used to study individual differences alonq this dimension
are the rod-and-frame test, the body-adjustment test, and
the embedded-fiqures test (Witkin, 1976).
It has been shown through a series of resear'ch projects

that persons who are field-dependent behave differently than

those who are field-independent (Witkin, 1976),

I"i

e'l d····

irldependent perSO(lS were fourld to be more arla'lyt'leal

their approach

tC)

In

a situation; to examine the various

elements involved apart from the whole; to ignore social
pressur"e; to wor"!\ from arl inner' frame
also preferred working alone.

()f

r"eference.

Th0;Y

In contrast, field-depondent

persons were more likely to perceive more globally; to be
consc'jous of interrlersonal r"elatioflships; to be peopleoriented; to be concerned about social interaction; to be

converltiona'j in dress and behavior.
Field dependence/independence has been associated with
severa"1 demographic characteristics.

Women are more

l'il~ely

to be field-dependent than men, especially during the late
teens and early years of adulthood (Rehermann and Brun,
1978).

Field dependence appears to change over the life

span, with an increase in independence until about age 17
(Petel"son, 19(33).

After' that. time, field dependence

gradually increases throughout the remainder of life (Lee &
Pollack, '197(3).
AccoY'd'ing to Peter'son (19i."l3) "cognit'ive style h;
bipolar; there

1S

a continuum along which the individual's

style may fal"}, so that any person may have strong or v/sak
tendencies toward a particular' style and its accompanyirlg
behav'ioral pattern" (p.170).
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Lt:1 t .C:J9rq.t(,.(J.... L.eQLr1j.n.9.§.•.r,y.l.C:J§
Learning styles which have a more global perspective
provided by learning theory,

individual development a~d

personality types are described as integrated learning
sty"les.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (Myers & Briggs, 1967)
was based ()n research growing out of Jungle ideas that

behavior is due not to chance but results from observable

arId measurable differe!lCeS in marItal functiofling.

The

Myers-Br"iggs Type Irldicator COflSists of tOLlr scales:

Extrc)version-Intr"over"sion, Sensatiorl-Intuition, ThinkingFeeling, and Judging-Perceiving.

The MBTI has been used to

check personality types of students and teachers and the
results were used to aid in improving instruction, and
career guidance (Claxton & Ralston, 1978).
The Kolb model of experiential learning was based
on Junq' s concepts of per'sona 1 i ty types

(!<0"1 b,

'! 931

1

i 984) .

In this model) learrl"ing is seen as a four-stage cycle.

A

r)er'son has immediate, GOY1Crete experierlce and then develops
observations and reflections on this experience.

F r' om

these) a per"son fOf'ms generalizations Of' abstract conce~)ts.
The implications the person deduces from these concepts
serve as guides for future new exper'ierlces.

The model

indicates that learning requires abilities that are polar
oppc)sites.

The first dimension represerlts the c()ncrete

experiencing of events, at one end, and abstract conceptual-

izations at the ()ther",

The other" dimens"jc)n has active

experimentation at one extreme and reflective observation
at, the other',
To determine an individual's learning style, Kolb
1984) developed a Learning Style Inventory based on

the experiential learning model and -identified fc)ur types of
lear'ning style,,;,

The fi n,t type was the "conver'ger',"

v·then

they are presented with a question or a task, tlley move

quickly to find the c)ne c()rr"ect answer.

These people were

relatively unemotional, prefer dealing with things rather

tharl people, arld have rather' narr"OW inter"ests.
type wac, "diver'g('lr', "

The second

They 'I H;e to view situat'ions fr'om

different perspectives and then weave many relationships
into meaningful whole.

They tend to be emotional, people--

oriented, and good at generating ideas and brainstorming.
They are opposite of the convergeI'.
A th'i r'd typo wa,3 "assirwi 'Iatoy'."

They m'o callod

assimilators because they like to incorporate diverse items
into an integrated whole.

Thoy are less interested in

people, are concerned about abstract concepts, and have
little concern about the practical application of idoas.
The fourth type 'is "accommodator"."

They I 'i I\e to focus on

doing things and having new experiences.

They cio we'll 'in

situations where they must adapt to meet new circumstances
and they are intuitive and often use a trial-and-error
strategy in solving problems.

They are often impatient and

Hl

they are

r·is!~-taker·s.

They ar-s opposite of assimilators.

The experiential learning model takes into account the
fact 'that "learning is a corltinuing process of interaction
W'it~l

the expeY'iences in one's life as well as the tenSiC)rlS
1<01 b

caused by such expel"iences (';>iaxton, et aL '19H)).
(1981) suggested that people go through three growtll
pr"ocesses: acquis'ition, specialization,
F-irst

J

afld

integr"ation.

a persons acquires basic learning abilities.

As the

per"son irlCY-SaSes their fUYld of knowledge and experience, a

certain learning style is emphasized.

This process of

specialization leads to increased competence in particular
vocational and personal spheres of life.

F'ina"l"j y)

the

per'SOfl enters the integrative stage, when there is a

reassertion of learning styles that had been inactive for

These are expressed again as the person takes
up new interests and life goals.
Claxton, et 211. (1978) concluded that the Kolb model
"f"IS"lps us 8(':)8 -Iear"n"ing sty'le~3

"in the more g"loba"l p(0r·spec····

tive of how people learn and develop as they mature,
a particularly helpful characteristic as colleges and
universities me)va more to an emphasis on lifelong learning
of adults" (p.33).
Gregorc (1979) gave a phenomenological definition of
'ieaf'll'ing sty'le aG the " ... distinctive behav'ion; which
sey've as 'ind'icators of how a person learns from ancl adapts
to his environment.

It also gives clues aG to how a
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per-sons

rid nd oper'ates"

J

(p.

234).

FOL!r distinct ieaY'niY19

preference patterns or modes were described by Gregorc
The f-i r-st

(1977).

~cype

is the "abstl-act s(2quenti al"

learrler who

was character-ized by having excel"lent decoding

abilities

lrl

-the ar'eas

symbo -I s,

This type of learner l'ikes to use r'sad-ing skills,

listening

sl~ills,

prefers a

~)resentat'iorl

()f

written, ver"bal, and image

and visual translatiofl abilities.

He/she

that has substance, is r'ational, arId

is sequential in flature.

Also defer'snee to author'ity in a

learning situation and a low tolerance for environmental
distractions are characteristics of the abstract sequential
1ear'ner'.
The second tYPt:~ -j dent -j f

'j

ed \A/as t:.he

"abstr-act n:1.nclom

learner who is distinguishable by an attention to human
behavior and an extraordinary ability to sense and lnterpret
"vibr·at-ion~;.»

message by

Th'-is 'lear'nel" associates the rned"jum It/ith the

lirl~<ing

a speaker's manrler, del "ivery, and

persorlality to the message beirlg conveyed.

~Ie/she

to receive information in an unstructured manner,

prefers
likes

group discussions, and activities which involve multi-s(~rW()I~y

use.

Tlyic3 lear-ner' wi 1-1 gather 'infonl1at;-ion and delay

reaction by organizing material through reflection to get
what they want.
The thi rd type of lear'ner- is the "concrete Gequential."
This learner has a finely tuned ability to derive information through direct, hands-on experience and exhibits
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extr'aordinary development of his five senses.
logical sequerlce,

oj

Order and

.s. step-by-step directions, and tc)uch-

able concrete materials are appreciated by this type of
I ear'ney',

This learner with defer to authority and guidance

in a learning environment but will not tolerate distraction.
The fourth type of learner described by Gregorc (1977)
")3

t~he

"concf"ste r"anclom"

learner",

Th"'iE3 "learner" pr"efor";:; an

experimental attitude and accompanying behavior

They

gr'asp ideas quickly and make intuitive leaps in explc)ring
unstructured problem-solving experiences.
utilize the trial-and-error approach when acquiring information and they do not respond well to teacher intervention
In the independent efforts.
Gregorc (1977) indicated that research revealed that
irldividuals use all four types or modes of learrling, but 90
percent expressed a definite preference for one or two
modes for acquiring information.

BS~''i~'{~r<;:J1LJ§j.n.fL ..U:J.2}.r.njn9

....0.LY.l§,; ... \.lj.tIJ .....QJ.,:L§J. ...6.cl.<J.l.1,,,

A study undertaken at the Gerontology Program of the
University of Nebraska at Omaha was reported by Peterson
(1981,1983) .

This study used the Oltman, Raskin, and

Witkin Group Embedded Figures Test, one of the instruments
for determining field dependence/independence.

One hundred-

eighty older persons aged 55 and older, enrolled in eleven
different courses were studied.

Results of the study found
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that ot11y four percent ot -the womerl and 16 percent of the
men could be described as f-is'id--independerlt.
compar"e w'ith r"oughly 40 percent of wonlsn arId 60 percent of

mer') who wer"s f-ield-independent In stud"iss of younger per"SOfls
compar"isons ot men arId womerl in tl'lis samp'!e

"irld'icated that men had a s'l-ight'ly higher tenderlcy LOW21"d
f'jeld--inriependence.

They concluded that s"incs peopie who

are fie'ld-dependent tend to 'learn bs'tter "In gr'cup··-cerlscred
OY-

discuss'iol') settirlgs,

to assume -thai~ these

it is 'logica'i

dr"e t!'18 P(~t'~-;;on~3 v1lho ~'l()u-lcl choos(:. qr'oUf)

classes.

'1E::Cl.r"n in::;))

I,?:J,

W~li-le per"SOllS who are predominantly

f-ield-irldependerl"t tend to pr"sfer eit!"ler' "lectures or" 5e"lt-

educat"ic)rlal

Lelsv'is"iorl courses or to

A s'tudy conduc'ted by

'}ear'11

orl their own

~)ease

detJendence/"independerlce and two methods of pr"ogrammed
learn'irlg wi'th 'the e'lder"ly.
V.fas rnod"jf'j,:::d fo(- US(; 'y-fith

W'itl<ins Embedded Figures lssi~
thc~ E'~-lder iy popu lat-ion,

irldicated that per"SOrlS irl the upper" and lower' quart'i"ie of
field dependence 'Iear"ned equa-I'!y we-I I under" two methods of

older' age gr'oups had signif'ican"tly higher" levels ot fie'ld
dependerlce 'than 'tile yourlger groups.
1 ramer & Sch'!uder'man!l ('1974) exanl"ined the re'latioY)silip
b£:~t,\;/een f

1e

I d dependence,

.j nte 1 1ect~ua I

ab'i 1 "j t,y!

and

i nvo! ve---
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merIt in socia-] f"e'jat"ionshios of 94 maie VO-IUI"l"teers, aged 52

iv"ing -in a vB-Lerans hospital.
Enlbedded-flgures

Tesi~

ence/'irldeperldence.

was used to examine field depend-

An analysis of var'iarlce for till-ae age

gr"c)ups (68 year-s and Linder) 69 to 18 years) and 79 "Lo 88

Field dependence "ineY'eased w-i"th age w'jthin the age range
stuci'ieci.

educationa'! "eve'l was e'lemen"tar'y or below; those who had
some high school or above.
wit~l

higher educatiorla'j

Resu'lts -irldicated

t~iat

subjects

levels are more field independent

-than those wi-Lh lower educat-ic)n.
An attempt to exp'lore changes itl fie-!d deperldency

thr'ough adLII-thood and old age was Ufldertalzen by Schwartz
and Kar'p ('1967).

Subjects r"arlged in age trom 17 to 82

Seveflteen male and

"
17 females aged 58 to t)L

,")

comprised "the gsr"iatric samp"le who were volunteer"s from a

Ci'ty.

l"he s'lder"']y subjects were predomlnant!y for"eign-

borrl, r"etired) arld wi-th edllcatiofl rarely exceeding 'the
e 'j ernentary schoo'1

! eYe I .

sey'ved as COfltro!s,

The ,two younger"

gr"OL!pS

of sLlbjects

A!7 year old gr"OLlp includiny 23 boys

and 23 gir'!s, had been previollsly L!sed in a study by

W"it~(in.

VOIUrl"teers were na"tlve-born, high

T~lese

SCil00"i

A 30 to 39 year" old

m"!ddle-c"iass backgrounds.

stLlderlts ot
gl""()Llf~

was

composed of 20 men and 20 women who were paiel VO"!UI"lteer"S,
se"lee"ted tr"om a w"ide var'"iety ot cornrrIUrl"!"ty SOLly"ces.

weY"e pY"edominantly high
m"idd"ie c'lass

in

SC~lOO!

gradua"tes, rlat"!ve-barr), and

bact~gr"our)d.

r"hree tests of field depenclerlce/"irl

("Ic!c-::ncc:;

Body

-adjustmerlt, Rod-and-'fr"ame, and Embedded-f"igur"ss. were
The Embedded-' -r ·i

USE~d .

SJU roes

"i.~oo

'1" est vias found t,o be

! Ol"lC.!

and diff"icu"lt for' "the ger"ia"tric subjects, therefor"e it was
reduced to 'inc'jLlde on'ly "the f'ir'st six tr"ials.
for the cantY"oj

gr"OL!pS

wer's revised accord"ingiy.

dlla'iys-is of variance uS'ing "the

out for"
of

()98

eac~l

age gr'oups was car"ried

test to compar's the "!n'ter"action effects
A signlf"icarlt (p <.()S) itlteract-ion was

('"rlei E3GX.

obtained tor

i~hree

An

eac~l

"test.

l'her'efor"e, a serles ot simp'ie

arlalyses of var"iance were pertor"med to eva'luate age and sex
differences separ"ate'!y.
men ~:lnd v'/ornen

'J

"j

Resu"!'ts illdica"ted

nc r"ea.::> "i Ilg aqe

"j.:3

'L~lat

accompan"i eci by

for both
'j ncr"c:a::.~:;

i 1"1':..1

field dependence.
SchwaJ"'tz and K,Eil"P

(" 19(7) d"J~jO fO~"lnd men to t)8 E3"iqn'if-

iCa!lt'ly mar"s f"ield indeperlden"t than women for "lhe
old and 30 to 39 Yeal- o"iel groups,

d'iffererlces were obtained
F~HSU'!ts

of the

Tr"amE:~r"

tUl"

anel

i7 year

bu't rIo sigrl"iticant sex

'the 58 to 82 year oid gr"Oljp.
~;ch

luclet"mann

(

i~j74)

;"~::.r'lci

Schwartz Brld Karp (1967) stud"iss must be viewed in ligh"t

(Jf

t~he

r"epl"'ssen"tativeness ot the sample used compar"ed to "the

gerleral [)opulation of older adLI"lts.
fL!!"'ther stLld"ies

O"p

o"lder adu"J"ts

l-he au"thors l""eCOmmerldeeJ

are more repr"esent--

W!"1"ICI1

ative of the flationa! populatiofl.

sty"ies of young adults and the
DurIn, and Dunn (1982).
Pr"eference SLlrvey (PEPS) was adminis'tered to 251 L!I-lder-

graduate s"tlJdents 7 29 senior scho'lars (adL!lts age 65 and
over enrol'led in cr"ed"it ciasses), and 30 s'lder'l; in the
-r~)e

PEPS

is a compre-

hens"ive approach ,to the identifica"t"ion of how aciu"!ts pr'cter"
to function,

learn, concen"Lrate and per"form in their occupa-

tiorlal and educatior'lal activities in the fol"!ow'irlg areas:
( 'j)

"j

mmed -i (":tte E;nv"i r'onrnent,

dE;~3'iqn);

(~?)

ernot-ionai

(sound)

tE::mpSt"d.tu !~e

it.y (m()t'ivat,-ion

1

i 'j qht ancl

r"espon;;:;'ib"i j'ity,

1

persis'tence arld the noed for either structure or f !ex'ib'i'I'lty);

(:3)

:::;oc-io'iot;j-jca-!

n8od~:)

(self'~'or'ie:nted!

CO-I'~(~:aC1uc:'"

--or-ien'ted, 8Llthor"i"ty-or'iented); and (4) physical ileeds
(pel"ceptua I pt"(:;fel"encE.jc;:;.

1

t 'j me: o't' d(:1Y ~

'j

ntat..:,;] anci (flob-! -i 'j

ReSlllts Y'spoy"ted by age gr'()ups included:

ty ') .

("\) booth

senlor scholars and the eider-Iy scored h'igher" c)n farlnai
des'!gn than did the llr,dey"gradua"tes,

(2) undergr"adLlutes wer'0

significantly mar"s nlotivated than the elderly!

bllt

t~lere

was no d"ifference be"tween the urldergr"adLlate and the senior

schc)"lar's

1

(3) older' sub"jec'ts were less peer'·oriented tharl

h'igher 'than either sen'ior' scho'lars or the e'!derly
reqLJ'lring intake,

{)(l

(5) b()th serlior scholars and the elderly

scored s'ign"it'icarl"t'ly higher than the under'gradua'tes 'in
pr"ofer"r"'ing to learn in the mor"ning! and (6) ufldergr'aduatEJS

Wherl tile e'lder'"iy subjects arId sen"jar'

thetic prefer"erICGs.

scholars wer'e c()mbirled to compare to the undergr"adua'tes
addi'L'ional firld'ing resul"ted.

all

The undergr"aduates see)Y'ed

S"igrl'ificant'ly higher' in pr"eferr'ing to 'Icar"n aud'I'tor"i'ly than

did the o"lder adu'tts.
[)D.venpO('t:.

('j ~)g6)

conciuctc~cl

a stucly to deter'rn-i ne

'i f

lear'rl'irlg s'tyle was relatoej to gender and age among E'iderhoste'1 par"ticiparl'ts.

Greg()rc's Sty'le De'J'ineator was Lised

to meaSLlre lear"nirlg sty'le ot 103 par"ticiparlts.
'irldicated
Ollt

g811der was related ,to 'learning style in tW()

of the four' componen"t channels of learn'ing s'tyle.
d98 a.nd

HOlr'l(;:;vet"
r"G

t~lat

ReSll'lts

'!eLlf"n'irlq Gt,y'Ic:~

VvGi'"E?

rIot

found

t.:.o be;

'I ated.

prevents cornparison to a,ther progr'arns,
concluded that "further" research is needed with older
persons 'in other' edLlcational sett'ings.

"""

The r'esear"ch goa'1

McCall

..'! .... ",.,'"

'"

".,eL.

,9J!Y J_ ~1__,, __ .J.iJ v i0J'J,:t.O ,I"" y.

of a study conducted by Korhonerl and

(1986) was to Bxamine learning styles as they

in"teract with lear'fling envir"onment.

The

! f3ar"n

"I

n~J

s'nv")

f~on'"""

t(](;nts v/er-"s
(;'!nt...

TIle conforming enviY"Onmerlt was described as one in

wtlich the Inater'ial "IS preserlted 'through "lectures, wi'th
great emphasis placed upon factua'j know'ledge and course
content c"!osely paral'!eled

textbool~

ass'igrlments.

The

irldependent envir"onment was one in which emphasis was
p"!aced on ideas Y'ather than fac'ts and upon the active
part"icipation of studerlts ifl the learnirlg process.
The sample for this study consisted of adults enrol led
'jrl a common curriculum of rlon-cY"edit c'Jasses.

were pre-selec"ted arId structuY"ed as conformir1g env'ir'onmerlts
and five were pre-selected and str"uctured as "independent
81"'1 V -i Y"onmc:;nts.

A pre--test of !(howledge arId the I(alb Learrl"ing

Style Inventory were comp"leted by the adults dLlring the
first class session.

At the end of tIle

post-test was admin'istered.

las1~

c"lass, a

To test for an interaction

be"tween lear"ning s"ty"le an(j learn'ing erlvir"onment on achievemerIt scores, an ana'lysis of covariarlce was performed.
F~()~3U

I ts of the !\~JCOVA -i nC!'j ci';lteci a ~) -j (In"j f 'i cO.nt 'i ntc r'c~ct 'i or),

A post-hoc comparlson procedure, Tukey's HSD Test, was

conducted to examine the differences be'tween group mear1S.
Results produced a minimum significant difference for
Jearn"ing style and for

learning envirOflment

Korhonen and McCal
-impor"tant ,to note that "tile var"iable of "learning env'ironmerlt

Z7

was ShOWfl to irlteract with learnirlg sty'ls, perllaps enVlronmc:nt :;3hou -I c! bE) moY"() nar't"olt,-j y def'! n{sd

,., ,.

(p.

~?'3)

,

The pLlrpose of a study by Fox (1984) was -to subs·tall'tiate the va'IL18 of the I(c)lb Learn'ing Styles Inventor'y by
stLldyirlg the

relations~lip

between learning sty-Ies a/'ld

learners' instructiona'i preferences for' differerlt edLlcat-·

iorla'! ITlethods within a specific context.
learrling s'Lyle wer'o measured.

Two irldicator's of

"rho fir"s·t indicator was the

score from the Learning Style Inventor"y placed

In -the

apprOpr"late quadran"t of the LSI Inatr"ix and its ccltegorical

def'inition.

l'he second indica-tor was the eva"iuative

statemerlts based on Kolb!s four' "learning s"ty-les

des(;rip'tor~

"that were trans"lated into POs"j't'ive eva'luative statements
abOLtt 'the conrererlC8.

A conference for health pY'ofessionals was deve-Ioped
which employed both high quality dldactic presentations as

the 108 confer"ence part"ic"ipants pr"ov'ided comp-lete data on
the Learning Styles Inventor'Y and the eva'lLlative statemerlts
inventory.

The respondents inc"!uded both educators and

health professionals.

A Chi-square analysis found that the

gy'OUPS did not differ significant'ly in terms of learrl'ing

s'ty'!s, they'sfay'e a-I"] other" ana'lyses were conclLlcted w·i·thout
regard for" professional affiliation.
T~je

Fox (-1984) stLldy which hypothesized that ind'iv"id--

uals with diffey'snt "learning styles would differ "in terms

of "their' "instructional pY'sferences for lectur"s or sma"i"1
group methods was not supported.

The sec:oncl

hyp()t,he.~;"j G

that partic"ip8!"lt r"esponses to eva'luative statements direc"tly
derived from I(alb's descriptors of learning sty'les wou"ld

d"iffer according to participants)

learning sty"les as

deternlined by the LSI was rIot supported by the f-irldirlgs
the study.

()f

Fur"ther va-l"idation of the re'lationship between

the LSI and either learning preferences of learllor perfor'm"anee
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suggested by the r'esearcher.

The rela"tionship of agel and age and profess1orlal

nL!r'sirlg wor"l< experlence to the learning style prefer"ences of
bas 'I C 8.tld Hi\! St.udE;:ntE3 t'8SP()ct,"j '1(0 'I Y I

and

thc.:: d"1 ffc;) ("t)ncc..;;s

"in learning style pr"eferences of basic and RN studen"ts was
studied by Merritt (19831,
Styles Inventory and ltems from the conditions and modes
sec'tions of Canfield's Learrling Sty'le Inventory were adapted

to a normative measurement format.
2"16 basic and 127

R~I

"fhe

samp'le consisted of

baccalaLlreate nLlrsing students.

"I-he

two age categor"ies used in 8flalysis with basic studSllts
were 18 to 22 years of age and 23 year"s of age arId ()lder,

l"he two age categor"ies used for the RN stlJderlts were 1J to
28 years of age and 29 years of age or" older.

Mon'ths of

recent employment for RN students were 0 to 39 months and
40 months or more of experience.
The results of the Mer"ritt (1983) study found that the

"learning style as measLlred by the Kolb and Canfie"ld models

did not differ s'ignificantly (p<.05) between groups of basic

nursing students defined by age.

I n acid i t -j on)

j

ed,1"n 'j nq

style as measur'ed by the Kolb and Cantie'fd models did no't

d'itfer significantly between groups of RN S"tLlden"ts def"ined

by age, wor"k experience, or age by wor'k experience.
r/IEH'/""itt

(i9BJ)

fOUtld

b'i(~H")'i'f"icant cj-iffe("ences

'in thE~

learning sty'le pr"efererlces betweerl basic and RN students
for "the conditions arId modes of learning as def"ined by the
Can"Field mode"!.

However, these differences did not

c"ide w'it~l those that had been irlferred fr"om adu'lt

theory.

COln-

learn"ing

A number of alternat"ive propos"itions about the

ways adu!"ts prefer to 'learn were proposed by the researcher.
Pigg,

Bush and Lacy ("!980) explored the effectiveness

of Ko-Ib's Learning Style Inven"tory In identifying learn"ing
styles and imp'!'ications for designing education pr'ograms

for County Extension Agents in Ken"Lucky.
Sty"le Invent()r'y

l'he Learning

was included in a sur"vay quest'ionnair"e

completed by 349 county agents,

In addit'ion, data on

prefer'srless for a variety of educationa'i techn'iques was

obtained fr'om the r'sspondents.
that the "]oor-n'in9 sty"le

The authors hypothesized

de~;"ignated

"accomrnociatot'"" It.fou-!d be

trw mObt fH'eval ent. styl e among the county agcmts,

Resultb of the survey revealed that 44 percent of the
county agents fell

into the accommodator quadrant,

However,

a breakdown of learning style categories by program area
revea"!s more even distribution over the

fOlir

learning
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sty'les by Agriculture agen"ts as compared to ~!ome Economics

and 4-H agents.
To assess the perceived re'Jative importarlce of edLlcat-

ional techniques, county agents were asked to rate selected
techniques on the bas'is of how well t~ley learn from eac~l.

The resultil1g carr'slat'ions between ratirlgs on each of these
techrliques and the learn'ing style scores were relatively
weak.

Pigg, et a1.

(1980) concluded that the Kolb Learning

style Inventory may be a useful device in development of
adult education programs.
A study of the learning styles and instructional
preferences of family practice physicians was conducted at

the University of Iowa (Whitney & Caplan, 1978).

The Kolb

Learning style Inventory was used to measure each physician's self-perceived learning style and an Instructional
Preferences Inventory was developed to rate 18 1nstructional
methods using a five-point Likert scale.

Physicians with a

characteristic style of learning was defined in this study
as those persons whose scores on the LSI placed them in ·the

extreme outer corners of each of the four learnil1g style
quadrants.
Analysis of variance procedures followed by three
pr"eplanned or"thogonal contrasts wey"e used by the researchers
to invBstigate whether physicians with a particular learning
style had unique instructional preferences.

Results showed

that physic'ians who were active learners preferred to use

audio tapes as a method of continu'jng their education when
contrasted with physicians who were reflect"ive learners
(p

< .(02).

Relative to age of the physicians, Wh'itney and Caplan
(1976) found that physicians 55 years of age and older'

sigrlificantly pr'sferred

'textboo~~s

as a continu'ing education

method when contrasted to their younger colleagues (p<.003).
The re3ear"c;her's ,sLlS;1gestucl tha,t)

"'j

ear'n 'j nq

~>ty

-I e anci aue of

the physician might prov'ide some guidance in suggesting
methods for' acqLl"irhlginfonnat'ion" (p. 6136).
Two studies to determine the reliability and construct
validity of the Kolb Learning Style Inventory and to
examine 'the same measurement properties for" an alternate
assessment for"m wer's repar"ted by Mer'ritt and Marsha"ll
(19134).

The alternate version of the LSI was developed by

using the same word list that comprise the original form
but the respondents rated the degree to WhlCh each word was
characteris'Lic of their prefer'red lear'ning style.

Doth

forms of the LSI were administered to 1137 nursing studonts
and 343 nursing stUdents respectively in the two studies.
Results of the studies indicated that the alternate
version was as reliable as the original version, was

equivalent in measuring characteristics defilled in the
original

learning style scales, and demonstrated construct

validity that was at least comparable to that for the
o,·iqinal

in~3tnJmGnt.

Herritt and Harshal·1 (19134) conclud'·

ed that for r'ssear'ch purposes, the a'lter'nate normative
vers"ion could be substituted for the original "instrument to
meet the requirements of independerlce in statistica'l
a.na'! y8es.

Little research has been reported Y'sgarding the
learnil19 styles of older adul'ts and the relatioflship of

their learning styles with other salient variables.

"0'1

clef" adul ts have on") y ("ecentl y tmcome a foca 1

population for communication research efforts"
I<E:nt"

'1976).

(Rush &

This section r'eviews recent literature

pertaining to dissemination channels used by older adults to

receive -information.
"j

ncl ude:

Channs'ls of dissemination r'eviewed

(1) tel ev 'j '3j on anci

V"j

cleo Lape , (2) rad 'i 0 anel aud"i 0

tape, ancl (3) magazines, newspapers, books, and newsletters,

Research has shown that o'ider adults are heavy users
of mass meelia oomparecl to the total U. S. population (Barton
8, Schre'ibef,1978).

Ts"levision view"ing accounts for the

singlo most time consuming leisure activity of olcler adults
according to Kubey (1980), which may be due

lfl

part to its

not being a single sense moclality (Rush & Kent, 1976).
In the "last few years, consumers have been able to
access video more c1irectly.

Video cassette recorders

(VCR's), pur'chased for" home use or" available for ranta-I
from private companies and public libraries have made

videc)s a convenient channa'l for rece'jving irlforma-t-ion.
"V-iclEJO cassettes empl'1as'iz'inSJ education

DJ'e

curTent'ly

sell'ing well in the U. S. home mal"ket" (.Jer·ome
p.3---4).

In -1986) VCR's were owned by

&

L.ee, l'3nCl,

15% of perSOF1S age 60

and over' compared to 37% for the general popu'lation
(Papaz'i an , I 913 7 ),
Usc of cable television systems and video recorders by
older adults were recently reported by Kerschner and Hart
(1984).

A nationw'ide samp'le of 608 adults

were interviewed.

~,5

years or older

Of those respondents 65 and older, 32

percent had used cable television and six percent reported
Income and education were found to

use of a video recorder.

r'slate to technology use, with some varia-tion by age.

For

both those under 65 and 65 and over, the higher the lncome
or education level the more likely the use of cable teleV1Slon

and video r"ecorder.

A large national study conducted by Harris and Associates (1975), which included a random sample of 4,254
households, found 95 percent of persons age 65 and over

watched some television as compar-ed to 93 percent for' those
18 to 64 years of age.

A break-down of those 65 and over,

showed that television viewing decreased slightly as age
-~ncreased

6 ,.

~)

.

bu't remaine(j

h-ig~ler

than the population Llrlder age
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On the average, o"lder adults view from three to six
hours of television daily.

Graney (1974) interviewed 60

older adults (age 62 to 89) living in public housing in a

large metropol"itan city, and found that 51 percent wa-tched

television 2.5 hours per' day or" -!ess

j

and

~"9

per"cent

reported (DOre than 2.5 view"ing hours per day,
agreement with an earlier study by Schramm (19691.

study of 215 elderly Y'ssidents of congregate "j"iv-ing faci"jities, Davis, Edwards, Bartel, and Martin (1976) utilized

Rustrack Event Recorders to col"lect viewing data ln a
mechanical fashion rather than relying on self-reported

v'"iew"-ing times.

They found that this older population

viewed an average of 3.4 hours per day.

Doollttle (1979)

reported that 82 percent, of the 108 older adults sampled,
watched television at least one hour per day with a mean
daily viewing rate of four hours, 15 minutes.

I~ubin

and

Rubin (1982) who surveyed 340 persons, age 55 and over',
two

mid~lesterTI

communith,s found da'i Iy telev'is'ion

averaged near'ly five hours.

in

V10WHlq

Recent Neilson mar"ket Y'ssear"ch

reported that men age 55 and o'ider view an aver'age of 4.6

hours of te"levisic)n per" day while women age 55 and over'
v'tell'! an t":lver'age o'f .5.4 hou!'"'s per' day (Papaz'ian,

"1~)g7).

Th(~

average viewing by o"lder adults, age 55 atld over, was
higher than that of the total population which is 3.8 hours
per day.

Data from two surveys done in 1974 and 1978 and
reported by Danowski and Hanneman (1980) examined the
extent to which older adults would purchase cable television

services for specif"ic uses.

Results showed that 10% of the

older (age 60 and over) adults in the 1974 survey had a

desire to purchase cable serY'ices, while 36% of
the 1978 survey did,

tho~;e

in

Bome of the difference between the

two samples was attributed to the time differerlce as

knowledge of cable became moro widespread.

When compared

to the younger and middle age groups, the older group had a
significantly higher preference for purchasing of cable
The

author's~

cOrlc'luded,

It

•••

ther's is aV'idence

to suggest that generalizations about aging-related differ-

eneGS in mass communication behaviors can be exterlded to
users! initial preferences for newer micro media"

(p. 344).

Many of the studies of the functions of television in
t,helives of o'ider' adu'lts have conc'lucied that "te'lev'is'ion
provides sOlder' audience members with a salient and preferred
soun;e of in for' mat'ion .... " (Rubin, '1982, p. 54!'».

In an

attempt to determine the functions television serves for the
olcier adult, Wenner
of

65

(1976)

surveyed

28

persons over the age

from four sites in Iowa City, Iowa.

ology was used.

A

Q-sort method-

The researcher conclucied that the import-

ance of the information function of television viewing for
the o'icler' popu'lation vietS based on a (ltnmg need to "keep up
to elate".
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Older adults preference for news and public affairs
programming on televis"lon was evident in the studies
Doolittle (1976) found preference for television

In the three studies reported by Davis, et al. (1976), news
arId public affairs progr"ams were the "chosen and demonstrat-

("Major' Ai"tJ'i'tr'on study," '1986) found 'Lhat heads of house'"
holds age 55 and over view significantly more news, documen
tar"les) and

issue"~r"e"ia"ted

pr"ogr'arns than do younger pet'"~"30ns.

Rubin & Rubin (1982) found that 80 percent of the
older adult respondents surveyed (n=340) indicated that they
"often"

or" "a'I~\fays" ~'lat:"ch te"lev"is"ion news pnJor'am~),

In

addition) results showed that "information/learning" was the
most salient viewing motivation of the older respondent with
a mean of 4.02 on a five-point scale.

However, Korzenny

and Neuendorf (1980) found the most important functions of
television for persons age 60 and ()ver was en"ter'tainment
(mean=3.9).

This was followed closely by the function

"to galn new knowledge" with a mean of
Approximately 25 percent of the 306 older adults
surveyed by Newenham (1983) desired televisiorl as a source
of health information, while 45 percent were already using
television to receive that information.

The higher use of

television may be due to the lack of other available
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sources of information which were preferred by older adults.
Kerschner' and Hart ("1984) recommended the use of new
technc)logies as a way for gathering and dissemination ~f

information and the need to help older persons become
familiar with them.
no'log"ie~:'>J

'1.8.

The use of newer') specialized tech-

'inter'act'lve t.o"lev'is'lon, cou-ld pr-'ov'ide o'ldel~

adults with information they desire (Davis & Miller, 19831.
Allan (1976-77) concludod, "the elderly represent an
untapped audience that can be reached throu9 h the creative
Lise

of cab"le "telecommUflica"t'10ns and shou"!d not be se"t bacl(

byt;r-adit'iona'ilylimiteci strateqim;" (p. ~"J),

.8,?SLi() "l~,nc:l""l\'dci ,.i.C),I"clP.t'l

The projected demise of radio in the age of te'le-

vision did not occur as evidenced by the 217 percent
'jrlCY'eaSe in radio stat"ions between "1950 and 1981 (DeSonne

(1982),

The direction of proqramminq toward younqer persons

was identif'ied as orts of the prob"lems which restricts the

use of radio by older adults (Rush & Kent, 19761.

Heari nq

loss, which is quite common in older adults, makes the use
of radio and audio tape as communication media more diffieu'lt (Oyer', y~apur',

&,

Deal, HJ76).

Aue!'io technolo,JY can be

par'tieu'lar'ly useful to both siqht'-'impair'ecl ane! 'l'll'itel"ate
I ear'ner's (Heel ell and ,1986) .

One approach to hear'i ned

rehabilitation is lip reading, however, this cannot be used
with audio-only media.
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There appears to be conflicting resear"c!1 r"esults

Goncern"ing whether radio usage "increases or deer"eases in
later life.

As a result of interviews of 60 women] acie 62

to 89, Grandy (1974) found 61 percent reported listening to
the radio 1.5 hours or less per day while 39 percent
reported listening more than 1.5 hours per day.

Harris &

Associates (1975) found that 83 percent of per"sons 65 year"s

of age and over listen to radio daily.

The median number of

hours spent the day prior to the survey was 1.0 for those
age 65 to 69,

.9 hours for those age 70 to 79, and .9 hours

for those age 80 and over.
The review of literature included three studies which
deait with the use of radio as a source of information.
Papalia-Finlay, Dellman, Blackburn, Davis, & Roberts (1981)
surveyed predominately upper middle-class highly educated
women, aged 65 to 87.

Results indicated that 35 percent

listened to information type radio programs.

This was

similar to the findings of Newenham (1983) who found that
22.7 percent of male and female elderly patients of a
medical center used radio to receive health information.
However, of the 306 respondents, only 9.B percent desired
radio as a source of health information.

An analysis of

desired health information sources by age showed that those
aged 65-69 and 75-79 had a higher interest in radio.

Male

and female prefer"ences for use of radio as a hea"!th informa-

tion source differed only slightly.

A study by Doolittle (1979) consisted of lOB adults who
were divided into three age groups: (1) YC)Urlger, age(j 48-66,
(2)

old, aged 67-74, and older, aged 75-93.

Radio ranked

low as a preferred news source for all three groups; younger'
14.3 percent, old B.2 percent and older 9.B percent.

Radio listenirlg has remained fair"ly stab-Ie

amC)(lg

those

of advancing age and that patterrl is not affected by

demograph'ic variables such as income arId educatiorl (~\arr'is

& Associates, 1974).

ACGor"ding to Young (1979)

low use of

radio probably does not result from a problem of hearing but
rather from a lack of relevant information available via
r'adi o.
When only verbal information is needed, audio tapes
can provide specific and individual ized information which
is easily controlled by the listener (Jerome & Lee, 19B6).
Audio tapes also have the potential for being used in a
vin"i ety of I ocati orw, 'i ncl ucl'i ng at horne, 'i n the car', and
out-of-doors.

Schramm (1977) indicated that combining

audio tapes with print materials can be a very effective
method of providing information to hard-to-reach audiences.
Very little research regarding the use of audio tapes as a
source of information was found.

l)r:i,rlLJ;je~lj9

Print media, which includes magazines, newspapers,
book, and newsletters, has been an important channel used by
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older adults for recoiving information.
t-jon has severa"1 advantages:

Written communica-

the reader can choose when to

read and he/she does not need to tune in at a specific time;
i t can be saved for future reference if not needed at the

moment; newspaper"s and periodicals can provide currerlt
information; print size can be enlarged for oasier reading;
8fld

i t is r'e'latively inexpensive.

Loss of visual acuity,

even with larger pr'int 5"iz8, can make use of pr'inted media
difficult.
Studies have shown that the use of rlewspapers and
magazines has remained relatively stable for the elderly
population over the years.

A 1960 study of 925 members of

senior citizen's clubs, age 60 and over, found that 80
percent read a newspaper every day and that they read three
magazines regularly (Schramm, 1969).

Newspaper readership

ranging from 80 to 90 percent was reported by Hendrickson
and Barnes (1967), Hooper and March (1978), and Doolittle
(1979).

Papalia-Finlay, et al. (1981) reported that 100

percent of their sample of older adults read at least one
newspaper dai 1y and consistently read one or more national
magazines.

Harris and Associates (1975) study of the media habits
of adults age 65 and over found that 87 percent read
newspapers, 67 percent read magazines, and 57 percent read
books.

They found that reading newspapers, magazines, and

books declined as the individual aged.

The amount of time
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devoted to reading the newspaper was about one hour per day,
which was not sign-ificantly d-iffer"ent from the time spent by

the general population.
Income and education leve"] of the older adult have

been found to affect the use of newspapers and magaz'ines.

ScfH'amm (1969) and Han"is and As(?oci ates (197b) have
reported that the reading of books and magazineb remainb
relatively high acrObb the life bpan for thobe with high
education and income levelb.

Doolittle (1979) found that

on I y 01 cler' adul U, who had "bome col 'I f0ge" prf0ff0rTf0d ma\FE'i nes
as a news sour'ce.

Penland (1977) conducted a national burvey of older
adultb regarding their belf-planned learning.

Using a

Likert-type scale, 1501 rebpondents were asked to rank the
8ooi,b were

sourceb they would Ube to get information.

conbider'ed "extr'emely 'impor'tant" by 71.2 percent.

NOI'/b"

paperb ranked fifth (48.1%) while magazineb (39.0%) and
newbletters (20.0%) were not conbidered by ab many older
adultb to be ubeful for getting information.
The Ube of neWbpaperb and magazineb ab a bource of
health information wab reported by Newenham (1983).
Forty-eight percent of the 348 older adultb burveyed ubed
neWbpaperb to receive health information.

Magazineb and

journalb were ubed by 40 percent of the rebpondentb.

When

abked which dibbemination bource they would prefer to Ube
for receiving health information, only 19.3 percent choobe

newspapers, and magazines/journals were not listed.

These

findings are similar to those reported by Hwang (1972) who
found that magazines and newspapers were widely used by
older adults for receiving health information but were not
highly preferred as an information source.

However, Hwang

(1972) found newspapers to be used by 82% and preferred by

'infonnation and wer'e the major' soun;e of "shopping"

'info!"'ma"

tion.
The use of information sources for receiving specific

kinds of information was one purpose of a study by Shadden
and Raifor"d (1981),

Findings showed that magazines, books,

and television were the most common sources of information.
Use of magazines for information ranged from 50 to 100
percent for the four information topics included in the

Hiemstra (1976) surveyed 214 adults, 55 and older, to
gain a better understanding of the learning activities of
the older adult.

The respondents wer'e asked to identify

sources of information they used in conducting their
learning projects.

Books, pamphlets, and newspapers were

usedi n 3'1. J per'cent of a'11 lean.-i ng pr'ojects.

Hiemstr'a

recommended that educators "make available more and better

Print media, especially newspapers and magazines,
cannot be discounted as important channels for meeting the
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infor'mahon needs of o'ldel" adults

U~ush &

I<.ent, 1976).

One

advantage is that print media al low older persons to proceed
at their own pace unlike information presented on the
shor·t-lived broadcast media .

.R"';;"'.aC(;;h. . . .~.tl.lc:ljg8 .....R"'.J. at'2(L ... GC2[J.Ls''C"'.m.iogl;jon. . . Ch. gr1.n"'J.8
l! 8 ",.(j ..I:J./... QJCJ"'.T.. Ad. ult S .tC) ... Fi"'Cj"jy",':::1C2tIJ1.n9 . Inf.()r:wg.t.i.0 n
The review of literature included several studies which
dealt specifically with the sources of information used by
older adults to receive clothing information.

In a study

of the clothing performance satisfaction/dissatisfaction
and consumer practices of older women, Jensen (1982) found
that labels and hangtags were most frequently used as a
source of pre-purchase information, followed by newspapers
and magaz"j nGs.

labels and hang tags with an additional 30 percent reporting
t.hey used th'is SOUY'ce "vel'y often" or "somet·imes".
paper's or' magazines wer'e used "ahlaYs" by only '13 per'cen'c
of the resporlderl"ts, however, over 50 percent reported uSlng
t.h"js sour"ce "a"lltlays")

"ver"y of'ten, " or" "som(.~t"imes."

Kaiser and Chandler (1986) reported on older consumers'
use of media for fashion information.

Self-administered

questionnaires were received from 209 persons, age 60 to 94
years, living in a suburban retirement community in northern
California and in five Y"etiremerlt comp"!exes "in Sacramento,
Cal ifonlia.

Sixty-seven percent of the sample were female.

Responderlts level of educatic)n r'anged from 5 to 23 years,

w"ith a maarl of 13.2 years.

A mean of 3.6 hours of te"le-

vision were watched daily.
A 4-point scale was used to measure the older adults
use of three different media sources (television, news-

papers, and magazines) for fashion informat'jon arId for "the
application of such information to their own consumption
experiences.

Results showed that females were more likely

than males to report some media use for fashion ideas .
• Respondents reported that they used newspapers most often
and television least often for fashion ideas and for
purchase information.

Males who spent less than $200 on

clothing were less likely to use television for fashion
information than were males who spent more than $200.

Older

persons who were 70 years of age or older with more than a
high school education were more likely to use television for
fashion information than their younger counterparts.
Tims (1984) in a study of 204 socially active older
women found that information sources were significant by
age.

Persons in the 65 to 74 age group were the heaviest

users of fashion magazirles, television, and r'adio.

The use

of catalogs as a source of information declined as age
increased.

This study was limited to women who were

socially active.
A study by Koester and Leber (1984) investigated the
information sources perceived to be available to, utilized

by, and preferred by, disabled adults for receiving information on clothing.

The sample population included 91 persons

ranglng in age from 20 to 70.

The older adults were not

separated from the other respondents for data analysis.
Ninety-four percent of the respondents indicated completion
of high school or beyond.

The respondents were a"lmost

evenly divided between male and female.
The mass media sources of irlformation perceived
available by more than 75 percent of the respondents
included television, newspapers, radio, and popular magazines.

Sources of information used by more than half of

the respondents to obtain clothing information included
catalogs (65%), and newspapers (56%).

When asked what

sources of information they would prefer to use to obtain
clothing information, more than half of the respondents
chose catalogs (77%), newspapers (66%), pamphlets (63%),
popular magazines (56%)) te"levision (52%) and county

extension bulletins (51%).

In addition, 43 percent preferr-

ed radio and 25 percent preferred videotaped programs
as sources of information.

Koester & Leber (1984) indicated

a need to expand the availability of information sources to
those which are preferred by adults in addition to those
already being used.
There is a need for additienal knowledge about the
use of media other than television by older adults (Young,
1979).

Walton (1979) suggested that alternative methods of
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dissemination be used for the dissemination of clothing
'infot'Tnat-lon

"inc'-lud"inq:

V'ideo,

telev'is'ion)

r-ad'lo,

ne~lJs"~

letter's, pub'1 ic displays, m'icY'o-compute,'"s, and "hot-'I'jl'ieG".
Accor'd i ng to Dur'and, et. a I. ('1980), "Onl yl 'j m'i ted rN;ear":h
to date haG focuGed on the expoGure to and UGe of informat'jon GourceG and med'ja by the elde,'ly" (p.123ti).

Int()IJ110.,t.,.tC!UNe.l;'f:l§.C2f ..O,L cll;'L..!\Cj\j,I.J.§

Learning new information is neceGGary if older adults
are to maintain a level of independence (John, 1981; DaviG,
1971).

The information needG of older adultG haG been of

intereGt to adult educatorG and horne economiGtG in recent
yearG, however the wayG of determining theGe needs varies.
Thic'; sect'jon r'ev'jEll'IS: (I) ways of deter'mirl"ing ne(0dG, (2)
general information needs of older adults, and (3) clothing
information needs of older adults.

\'1<''\1.5 ,,9,t .J:J,Qt&Lm,jnt.D.9",N&.EJ.~t§

To assess the needG of the individual, Knowles (1970)
listed five different methods: (1) from the individual
themse'lves, (2) fr'om people 'jn "he'lp'ing" pr'vfessions, (3)
fr'om mass media, (4) f,'om pr'ofesGjonal liter'atui'"e, and (6)
from organizational and community GurveYG.

He indicated

that individuals are aware of Gome of their needG, but to
get at deeper needs other methods need to be used.

Useful

information regarding the needG of individuals can be
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obtained from people to whom the individuals bring their
prob']ems, such as counselors, social workers, physicians,
educatc)rs, etc.

The research repc)r"ted in pr"ofessiona"j

journals in all fields yield insights into the deeper needs
of adu'lts.

Sur"veys used te) assess the needs of organ-

izations arId commun"ities may produce firldings r"egarding the
needs of individuals, because community needs often become
the individuals needs.
The information needs of older adults reported in the
next two sections came primarily from professional literature, however, they weY'e based on reports from individuals
themselvelO, people in "helpinq" pr'ofelOsionlO, and o I" "an""
izational and community lOurveys.

GEJJ1§JT,,,JJnIC2Il11i'1tign,HEJEJ9§C)fQJ9§I. Ad ul t,e,

There were several cate"ories of needlO of older adults
described in the literature.

These rleeds have been concerlt-

ualized in a variety of ways.
McClusky (1974) halO identified five qeneral needs which
are common to older people and has defined these needlO as:
1. Copin,,: to satisfy those primary requirements
necessary for daily livin".
2. Expressive: to engage in activities for the sake of
the activity itself.
3. Contributive: to give somethinq acceptable to
others and to the community.
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4. Influence: to exert some degree of influence on
various aspects and factors that impinge upon their own
-j

vos.

5. Transcendence: to feel they have become better off
or at a higher level of existence than in the past.
McClusky's needs are widely used as a framework on
which to establish educational programs for the older adult
(,John,

'197D;

LowYj

'198,3;

\Alaske'l,'1982;

F'isher-,

1986).

Another concept of the needs of older adults was
presented by Londoner (1971) and is related to what
Hav"ighur-Elt calls "instr'umental" educat."ion.

Londone r' ('1971)

believes there is need to provide opportunities for helping
older adults make the life style adjustments necessary for
survival.

These survival needs are grouped in five catogor-

The first category is financial matters.

This includes

the use of a fixed and limited income which must be
stretched to meet the daily needs of the older adult.
The second category is health concerns.

This includes

use of health care services, wellness, nutrition, and
physical fitness.
The third category is continued work opportunities for
older adu'lts.

This includes retraining for part-time

and full-time work, and volunteer opportunities.
The fourth category is familial relationships.

This

includes adjustments in family living arrangements, re-
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lationships with aging children, grandchildren, and understanding of their role in a new environment.
The fifth category is personal needs.

l'his includes

many miscellaneous needs that do not fit easily in the first
four categories.

Londoner (1971) suggested that these categories will
provide educational planners with a framework on which to
build successful educational programs for older adults that
will be effective in their meeting the challenges of
old age.
Havighurst (1976) has identified two categories of
learning that are essential for lifelong learning which
have been used by researchers (Burkey, 1975; Hiemstra,
1972; Goodrow, 1974; Ralston, 1981) when assessing the
education needs of older adults.

The first,

instrumental

education) he describes as education for a goal which lies

outside or beyond the act of learning.

The second, express-

ive education, is that in which the goal lies within the act
of learning itself or is closely related to it that the
process of learning appears to be the goal.
Hentges (1980) proposed that adult educators provide
education programs to deal with six areas of information
needed by older adults which would be "learning for long
life."

The six areas included:

1. expectations of aging
2. concept of wellness
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3. fitness and maintenance e)f energy levels

1+.

nutl"'it'ion

5. use of the health care system
6.

-j

nter"persona"1

r"e"j at"j onsh -j ps

F~ .El§c")slI\~.fl_:3.:tqc:LLEl§; ... I.Qc·w:tjryjLL9 ...:3R.Elc;if:Lc:: ......111 f () l:mat.i.Q.rl. .N '" Elci§ .. oJ
01 d El.L.i\duLts

The purpos", of a study by H",ndrickson & Barnes (1967)
was to identify th'" educational needs of old",r adults to aid
in program planning.

Th'" study was conduct",d within th'"

city limits of Columbus, Ohio.
per"sc)ns over' age 65 were

A random sample of 2307

irlterviewed.

The sample was descr"ibed as corltairling thr'es women for
pen~ent "ci1~y foH,s" and on'ly f'ive p"'I'c",nt

",vel"y two men,

8f)

"f,H'm fo·lks".

Ha'lf of th", samp'le ind'icat",d that they \v"'I"e

in good health; about one-fourth that th",ir health was
"fair'" and the ,"emaining one-foul'''th that the'il" hea'ith was
Fifty-seven and one-half percent of the sample had
not gone b",yond the ",ighth grade; about 30 p",rc",nt had
compl",t",d high school or some part of it; and 12 1/2 percent
had achiev",d a coll",g", education or some part of it.
Approximately 60 p",rcent of th'" interviewees had their
own living establishments.

Of the r",st, 231 m",n and 479

wom",n, or about 30 perc",nt lived with childr",n or oth",r
relatives.

The remaining 10 p",rcent were living with

non-I"e 'I at 'i v",c';

•
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To determine the educatiorlal needs of these subjects,

a card sort, containing 96 cards naming an educational
activity, was administered.

Based on the ranl< oy'der of the

responses to all 96 items, older adults showed the greatest

irlterest in items relatirlg to religiorl, problems of gr"owing
old, gardening and flower raising, travel, physical fitness
and good grooming.

Other items which showed a high level

of interest included topics relating to psychology, the
managlng of finances, history, public affairs, and foreign
affairs.

Some differences were exhibited between the needs and
interests of women and men.

Women showed more interest in

items concerned with flower raising, good grooming, cooking,
various forms of needlework and home decorating.

Men as a

group showed more interest in travel, public affairs,
American history, and topics having to do with handling of
money, with hand crafts, and household mechanics.
A study by Hiemstra (1972) investigated the educational
needs and interests of 86 retired persons participating in
senior citizen center activities or living in residential
centers for the aged in the midwest.

The selection of four

sites was nOfl-Y"andom arId 'the subjects were volunteers,
therefore limiting the applicability of this survey's
findings.

The sample included 15 men and 72 women.

The

educational background of the population varied, with the
majority having completed at least high school.
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Hiemstra (1972) hypothesized that the older adults
would perceive instrumental (basic or skill mastery)
activities as more important than expressive (enjoyment or

self-fulfillment) activities.

Results of the survey showed

a significant difference in the preferences with more
respondents cho()s"irlg instrumental categor"ies of educat"ional
He recommended that adult educators give special

courses.

attention to meeting the needs of older adults through
instrumental forms of education.

A later study (Hiemstra,

1976) of 256 older persons again resulted ln an overall
pr"efererlce for instr'umental course titles.

The purpose of research conducted by Goodrow (1974)
was to determine what perceived learning needs and interests
would be expressed by elderly residents of Knox County,
Tennessee.

Analysis was made to determine the effect of

selected socioeconomic and demographic characteristics
such as age,

r"aC8, sex, and level of pr'svious education on

older adult learning preferences.

A listing of 32 hypo-

thetical Gaur'se offerings was used to ascertain if instrumental "learning experiences were mar'e desired tharl express-

ive lear"ning experiences.

A sample of 268 subjects over the age of 65 was
randomly selected by the use of a proportional sampling
design.

Each subject was irl"tey'viewed by the r"esearcher in

order to deter'mine interests) needs, and preferences
concerning older adult learning activities.

The results
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indicated that instrumental learrlirlg exper"iences ar"s
desired by mar"s older adul"ts "than expressive experiences
and that older adults seek to find a solution to problems
that face them "jrl "later ,"jfe.

Goodrc)w recommended that

education be brought to the people who need them by

util~

izat"iofl of local resources.
A study by Burkey (1975) analyzed the educational
interests of ag"ing and older adult resident members of "fhe
Brethren Church in Ohio.

A fixed-choice questionnaire

including 20 instrumental and twenty expressive learning

activ"ities was used to obtain responses from 243 persons 55
years of age and over.

w()men.

The sample included 95 men and 148

Findings showed the subjects had a preference

for insty"umental over expressive educational activit"iss
which was significant at the .001 level.

In addition.

significant relationships were found between the subjects'
educational interests and (1) their state of health and (2)
their level of educational attainment.

The self-per"ceived educational needs and activities

()f

older adults within a community setting was a major purpose
of a study conducted by Ralston (1981).
questions were studied.

Three research

First, whether older adults

from varying backgrounds would differ in self-perceived
educational needs.

Second, whether older adults from

varying backgrounds would differ in self-perceived educational activities.

Third, whether there would be a relation-

-------_..._--------------------------"
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ship betweerl the educational offerirlgs of serlior' center
progr'ams arId the self-perce"ived educationa"1 needs and

activities of older adults from varying background.
Educationa"1 needs war's assessed using H"iemstra's
instrumental and expressive education instrument and a
3D-item general educational needs checklist constructed by
the researcher',

To assess the educational activities of

older adults, a modified version of the learning project
procedure developed by Tough was used.
A sample of 110 older adults age 65 and over from a
midwestern community was interviewed.

They ranged in age

from 65 to 89, and were approximately equal in number
accordirlg to race, sex, s()cioeconomic status arId educational
Fifty-three percent of the respondents were married.
Results of the Ralston (1981) study showed that
educational needs of the sample varied by race, sex,
socioeconomic status and educational level.

By r'Clcs,

b'lackG

chose economics topics, personal development topics, and
political topics more frequently than whites.

By sex, males

mor"e frequent 1 y choose ""i rnpy"ove Y"ead"i ng sk"i "II s" and "I ear"n

tr"avel possibilities," while females more frequently chose
"f"ix low cost nutl""it"ious mea"ls."

By educat"ional "level, only

one item was significantly different, with high school
graduates choosing "obtain basic services."
Based on the instrumental and expressive education
instrument,

blacl~s,

especially those with higher socio-
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economic and educational levs'ls, had sigrlificantly higher
scores on both the express"iva and instr"umental educa"tion
scales.

When the instrumental and expr'essive scales were

combined, there were no sigrlificant variations, a"lthough the

respondents had mc)re pY"eference for instrumental education.
Courtenay, Suhay"t, McConatha, and Stevenson ('1983)
assessed the educational needs of 505 undereducated older
adults using a check list of 45 topics.

A

check list was

developed from a review of the topics included in earlier
needs assessments of older adults.

In addition, the

perceptil)hS of two different sets of professionals (adult
basic educatiorl teachers and nutrition site directors) were
obtained.
The sample included 28 incarcerated older Adult Basic
Education students, 24 nursing home residents and 453
participants in nutrition sites.
sample was 72,5 years.

The mearl age of the older

The median year of schooling was

7.0.
Results of the study conducted by Courtenay et. al.
(1983) indicated that the older adults with little or
no formal education prefer educational experlences that
relate to health, followed by government and law, personal

devs"lopment, and social serv"ices.
ranked health items first, while adult basic education
teachers ranked personal development items high.

The

researchers concluded that planners of educational exper-

b6

ierlces of L!ndereducated older adults shc)uld c()nsideY" both
tile tleeds expressed by ()lder adu"!ts as well as the needs

perceived by professionals who work with tbe older adult.
Stud"ies of the 'irlformatiofl needs of older adults were
often obtained by surveying older adults preferences using
a hypothet"ica"1 "I'ist of

coul~ses

Goodnm, HJ74; Hendl'"icf(8on

&

or' topics (f3ul"l,ey,197S;

tSanlel?,

"1967;

f~a"lston,IJEiI)

thus giving the respondents little opportunity to select
other needs they might have.
The educational needs of older adults will continually
change as the cohort of older adults change demographically.

:tnJgXI110tigLL",U,El,El"cI"s, "qfQj(Jqr Adljlt§
,~e,"latqcIto

Clgl;ilj"on

Identification of the clothing information noeds of
older adults in this review of literature was based on
needs identified by home economists and other professionals
who work with older adults and from studies which reported
needs expr'essed by older adults.
Clothing is an essential of daily life which provides
protection against the environment, and contributes to
the psychological well-being and social interaction of
"ind"ividuah; (Ebeling
19Ei4).

& nosencl~anz,

1961; i',oestel"'

,~

Leber"

Clothing can serve many purposes and according to

Watkins (19Ei4) it
today's world"

1S

an impor'tant part of surviving in

(p. xv).

The study of clothing often is
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divided into physical, psychological, sociological, aestheVic, econorwic, and historh'ic aspects (Hon)

&

Cir-uel, '19c'I).

Physical (often called functional) aspects of clothing
irlc"lude such areas as comfor't (thermal, movement,

feel)~

fit, mobility (including ease of dressing and undressing),
and specific problems of the disabled.

Soc"iopsycholog'ical

aspects irlclude the use of clothirlg as 'it r"elates to
self-concept, values and attitudes, roles, status, and
soc'lal class.

Aesthetic aSr}ects of clothing arId appearance

include design, beauty, and physical appearance.

[conorrl'i c

aspects are related to the clothing market, consumption
patterns, and consumer information.

H'istoric

aspec'ts

of

clothing relate to the interpretation of current clothing
against that of the past.

Hoffman (1970) identified some needs related to older'
adults which fal'li nto thr'ee categor"i es: (1 ) economic
(ability to pay), (2) suitability of design (including
style, color and ease of dressing), and

ards.

(3)

fitting stand-

Arlo'thor appY'oach was to examine the clothirlg charact-

eristics that should be considered by the older person
( Good "i c k, 1971 ) .

These characteristics inc'lude: wear

factors, aesthetic and social factors, care factors,
economics factors, and clothing design.
Clothirlg is arl ay'sa of r"ecent scientific r"esear"ch

and most writ'ing and research has been concer'ned w'ith
o"lder' women r'ather' than

()lder~

men (Hoffman,1970).

A study
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to develop functional clothing to meet the everyday needs of
homemakers with ambulatory handicaps was conducted by the
Institute of Home Economics (Scott, 1959).
mal~ers,

age 2"1 to 82, wer"s interv"iewed.

Seventy

home~

Findings indicated

a need for education of handicapped women in awareness of
actiofl featur"es in clothing,

Ebeling and Rosencranz (1961) conducted a study to gain
an over-all view of the factors which influence s{)cial and
personal aspects of clothing of women 60 years of age and

()ver".

A questionrlaire was answered by 180 women who were

living in lansing, Michigan and rural and/or small town
areas in Michigan.

A specific comparison was made of the

rural and urban group responses.
Results of the study showed that the design and fit of
a dress was more impc)rtant to them than the pr"ice or how
easy it would be to care for.

The majority of women in the

study would like to have more money to spend on clothes.
Results of the study also indicated that the clothes they

w()re had an effect on feelirlg at ease in a soc'lal situation.
Ebeling and Rosencranz (1961) found that rural women
read fashion magazines more often than did the urban women
and that rural women had a stronger interest in clothing.
Bartley and Warden (1962) interviewed 47 women, 65
years of age or over, in an attempt to: (1) identify
problems encountered when selecting certain outer clothing,
(2) study satisfactions and dissatisfactions expressed in
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relation

t()

ready-made win"ter" dr'esses for church or socia']

function and for work garments, (3) determine expressed
satisfactioflS alld dissatisfactiorls with local market

offerings in certain outer clothing, and (4) determine
whether ther"s was a r'elationship between clothit"19 prefererlces and problems and the socioeconomic status of the
respondents.
Observations made by the interviewer indicated that
many of the women did not recognlze many of the figure
problems which probably influenced their clothing selection
and the authors believe that the respondents recognized
neither a poorly-fitted nor a well-fitted garment.

Thus,

the need for information regarding fit and the r"elationship
to style features of clothing was a salient one.
Nearly two-thirds of the Bartley & Warden (1962)
respondents stated they would not spend more if additional
money were available for clothing.

This contradic,ts the

findings of Ebeling (1960) which revealed that older women
(age 60 and over

in her study, wished that they had more

money to spend on clothing.
As the human body ages, the adaptabi lity to heat and
cold diminish.

A report of studies conducted to determine

the conditions of thermal comfort for sedentary elderly
people was reported by Rohles and Johnson (1972).

For

comparison, sample populations included college age,
middle age, and older age persons.

Findings of the studies
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determined the temperature considered comfortable for
college age per'sons was 72'F

t

for' middle aged persons was

74'F, and for elderly persons was 7S'F.

Correct use of

clothing may be a factor in protecting some older adults
from hypothermia but only recently has information about
use of clothing for this purpose been made available.
The maje)r' pur"pose of research dc)ne by Maher and sontag
(1986) was to evaluate factors that influence satisfaction

with and willingness to adopt insulative clothing worn by
older persons indoors at a reduced household temperature.
Thirty-one older women between the ages to 60 and 79
selected and wore one of three types of insulative clothing
on a one day trial basis.

Almost three-fourths of the

sample had completed one to five or more years of college.
Educational implications of the study were presented
by Maher and Sontag (1986).

One salient information need

I'las ,'e'lated to older' adults 'lad, of under'standing of "how to
attain and maintain optimal thermal comfort by use of
insulative clothing" (p. 21).

The researchers suggested

that thermal insulative value should not be the only
consideration in selection of insulative clothing, but there
was a need to consider physical and psychological factors,
accommodating the basic clothing worn by the individual, and
the level of activity of the individual,
In a related study, Avery, Pestle, & Radcliffe
( '1985--1 9g6) r'ecornmended a "maj 01" educat'i ona! effol"t by
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clothing and textiles professionals and other home
econorwi sts" to "i nform the e I de,"1 y about the dange rs of
hypother"mia even irl mild cl'jmates.

The researchers sLlggest-

ed the use of written brochures supplemented with pictorial
and verbal presentations be used.
The clothing preferences of 25 elderly women, age 65
and over and who were residents of two nursing homes in
Nebraska, were determined in a study by Newton and Tweten
(197£5).

Pr"eferences included shc)rt sleeves) fuller skirts,

front openings, cotton and cotton blend fabrics, and tie
shoes.

Eighty-four percent of the older women expressed no

fitting problems when buying clothing, but the authors
bel ieve this is due to their wearing looser clothing.
The review of literature yielded a study which dealt
with the use of two forms of clothing lnformatlon.
purpose of a study by Ames

(1977)

The

was to develop a profile

of the older consumer and evaluate the effectiveness and
acceptability of two forms of clothing and textiles consumer
infor"mation.

A sample of 65 men and women, age 60 arId over",

who were participants in 12 nutrition s"ites were se'lected.
An experimental design which divided the sample into three
groups was used.

Group A was presented informatic)fl wt,ich

gave no special consideration for the aging learner/consumer
and group B received information which considered the
specific needs and characteristics of the older
learner/consumer.

Group C, the control group, did not
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receive 2rlY informatic)n.
The majority of the respondents were white,
widowed, and living alone.

femal~,

Over half of the subjects had

at least a high school education.

With the except'jorl of

community size, groups A, B, and C did not significantly
differ on biodemographic characteristics.
Findings of the Ames (1977) study showed that there
were no significant differences between groups on the scores
which measured consumer and clothing attitudes, and future
shopping behavior.

However, the evaluation of the two forms

of clothing information resulted
significantly higher than group
A study by Richards (1981) examined elderly women's
satisfaction with current ready-made clothing and elderly
women's clothing style preferences.

The sample population

included 83 females from sixteen Senior' Citizens organizat']C)flS.

Participation in the study was voluntary.

The ages

of the women ranged from 55 to 84 years, with 70% between 65
and 74 years old.

Forty-two percent of the respondents

lived in a metropolitan area (10,000 or more persons) and
40% lived in a small town with a population of 5,000 or
fewer people.

Questionnaires were completed by the respond-

ents during a Senior Citizen group meeting.
A majority (92%) indicated at least one garment area
that caused fitting problems with ready-made clothing.
most frequent complaints of inaccurate fit concerned

The

excessive gaY'ment length in the shoulder", skirt, sleeve and
bodice.

Women wearing Half Size clothing recorded fewer

fitting problems.

Sixty-one percent of the women indicated
BecaUS,:3 the

that there was a need for special sizing.

composition of the sample population was voluntary,
Richards' (1981) believes the respondents may have been
biased toward dissatisfied elderly consumers.
Style preferences of the respondents were for dresses
with shirt collar"s, V-necklines, moderate design ease ir)
the sl\'ir"t, arld waistless styl"ing.

The individual prefer-

ences foY' specific garment style detai"ls were due
body changes wh'ich occur in 'later' life.

ln

pay't to

The r'esults of the

study were in agreement with earlier studies (Ebeling &
l~osorlcl'cmz,

'196'1; Bar't'ley

&,

~far'den,

'1962; F"ichal'dson,1975).

Older adults often need clothing which does not
restrict their mobility.

This same need "is even more

evident among those who have a disability.

I nfonnat. 'i on

about clot.hing as it. related t.o the needs of physically
disabled persons was t.he subject of a survey conduct.ed by
Shannon and Reich (1979).

Although the sample population

was not limited to older adults, the age range included
"young"o'ld" per'solm. The pfws'ical disabilH,y of th'" 'far'gest
proportion of respondents was arthrit.is, followed by
poliomyelitis and spinal cord injury.

The writers recom-

mended that information regarding needs and preferences of
t.he handicapped population be transmitted to apparel
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designers arId gar"merlt manufacturers as well as edL!Cators and

The need is to develop methods of effec-

tively dissemirlating infc)f"mation related to clothing for
peop"1 e vii th spec! a"1 needs (\'la"1 ton,

"1979),

The clothing information needed by older adults varies
due to the diversity of the elderly population as evidenced
in the literature reviewed.

However, the methods for

dissemirlating spec'ific types of clothing informat'jon were
fl()t

widely r"esear'ched.

§l,1rnll1 cl LY

This review of 'literature provides aV'idence for the
need to pursue the study of the learning styles of older
adults and for de'termin"irlg methods for 'the dissem"inat'ion of
information to older adults.

The basic findirlgs are:

1. The identification of the learning styles of older
adults has been limited.

The use of the Kolb Learning

Style Inventory (LSI) with oldor adults has not been
reported in the literature,

Some evidence eX'jsts which

indlcates a r'slat"jonsh'ip bs'tweerl learning style and spec'if'jc
demograph'ic variables.
2, Research findings show that older adults participate
less in organized educational activities than the general
population, therefore, other methods are needed to disseminate information to older adults,
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3. The information needs of older adults as identified
in the literature were varied and therefore inconclusive.
4. The research ()n mass media shows that televisiorl
and print media (newspapers ancl magaz"ines) are w"idely used
by ()lder" adLllts.

However") the research does not specific-

ally address the issue of media use for receivirlg specif"ic
kinds of clothing information, nor does it identify the
preferred channels for dissemination of information.

CHI\PT r:n I I I
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Th·j s chapte r dea·1 s vi i"ttl

(i)

Gampl e sel ect.·j on, (2)

design of the study, (3) instrumentation, and (4) data
ana'!ysis.

IDQ.. 9?I11P].Q.

The sample for the study was composed of persons age 55

years and older living in Mankato, Minnesota and the
surrounding nine county area.

The South Central Minnesota

senior Federation was contacted and the research project
explained to the director.

The names and addresses of

members were obtained for use in selecting the sample.
A sample size of 400 was chosen in order to have adequate

cell size for data analysis and because previous resear"ch
indicated a lower return from the older adult population.

A

systema't'jc random samp"ls, selecting every fourth name from
the list of names, was used.

T.ll.0.P_Q§jgO
The survey method was used to obtain information
about:

(I) the lear'n-irlg sty·les of older- adults,

(2)

the

dissemination channels used by and preferred by older adults
for r-eceiving specific kinds of clothing information and (3)
demographic data of the sample surveyed.
A pre-contact postcard was mailed to the sample of 400
older adults.

OrIs

week later a cover letter, questionnaire,
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learning style inventery, and return envelope, were mailed.
A post card fellow-up was mailed to all subjects one week
after questionnaire distribution.

Subjects who failed to

respond to the questionnaire within three weeks were sent a

follow-up letter, replacement questionnaire, learning style
inventory. and return envelope.
qU8stionrlaires were returned.

A total of 275 (69%)
Of the 275 questionnaires

r'etunled, 246 (6 'I .5%) wel-e usab Ie.
To gain additional

information about the respondents,

telephone interviews were conducted with 10 older adults
who returned the questionnaire.

The 10 respondents were

selected at random using a table of random numbers.
To determine if the respondents differed demographically from the non-respondents, a random sample of 10
older adults who did not return the questionnaire were
telephoned.

In addition, reasons for not participating in

the survey were obtained.

A table of random numbers was

used to select the 10 non-respondents.

:t:n§~rllL119D:~_~tLion

The instrument chosen to determine the learning style
of the respondent was the Kolb Learning Style Inventory
(LSI) ,1985 vel-s i on.

The

1<,0'1

b un

)'Ii'\S

choc,en because of

its simplified language, short length, clear instructions,
and good internal reliability.

The LSI

lS

a self-reporting

instrument based on Kolb's experiential model of learning.

The LSI consists of 12 sentence-comp'letion items.

Each item

asks respondents to rank-order four sentence endings for
each of the 12 items.

Each sentence ending corresponds with

one of the four learning modes.

These learning modes relate

to Vo-'b's model of -'ear'ning whet-e "fee'-ing" r'epr-csent-s
concroto oxporionco (eE), "watch-ing" r-opre:3ents 1'-G,floct-ivG
obsGI-vation (HO), "tlrinldng" ,epr-esGnts abstr-act concoptual-ization (Ae), and "doing"

roprosonts activo experimontation

(liE) .

The LSI meaSLlres an irldividual's relative emphasis on
tho four learning modos and two combination scoros that
indicate the extent to which tho individual omphasizes
abstractness over concr"eteness and the extent to which he

or she emphasizes action over reflection.
When scoring the Volb LSI, the totals are added for
each of the four columns.
,ange from 12 to 48.

The resulting raw BcoreB wil

To obtain the combination Bcores,

concrete oxperience is subtracted from abstract conceptualization (Ae - eEl, and reflectivo observation is subtracted
from active Gxperimentation (AE - HO).
scar"as w'j"\ '1 r"ange fr"om +36 to ",·,36.

The comb-ination

A pos'i t i ve

abstract-concrete score indicates that the abstract conceptualization total is larger" than the concrete experience
total and a negative score indicates just the oppositG.

II

score of 0 signifies that equal importance has been placed
upon abstract conceptualization arId concrete experience.
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Ana'logous references
seQ r'()

call

be made for the active-reflective

•

When the abstract-concrete and active-reflective scores
are pletted on the Learning-Style Type Grid (Figure 1) the
resulting point of interception or data point will determine
which of the four learning styles, accommodator, diverger,
converger) assimilator", the individual falls irlto.
-- 2"1

Accommodator-

28

A E -- RO

r------·--·---·--+-----------------------

Assimi'lator'

Converger

29
f\C

.. CE

Figure 1 _ Learning Style Inventory Grid

A questionnaire was developed by the researcher to
measure: (1) the use of dissemination channels for receiving
three kinds of clothing information, (2) preference for use
of dissemination channels for receiving three kinds of
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clothing information, (3) availabi lity of television,
radio, video tape player/recorder) and audio cassette

player/recorder, and (4) use of magazines, newspapers,
books, ar,d newsletters.

In addition, demographic data about

the respondent including gender, age, educational level,
place of residence, and participation/nonparticipation in
organized educational activities was obtained.

A copy of

the questionnaire is located in Appendix A.
A Likert type scale was used to measure the extent to
which the channels of dissemination are used by older
adults.

Numerical values were assigned to the responses as

follows: one for never use; two for rarely use; three for
sometimes use; and four for often use.

To measure the

extent to which the channels of dissemination were preferred, the respondents were asked to rank the eight channels of
dissemination, with one meaning most preferred and eight
meaning least preferred.
To determine the clarity of the questionnaire, it was
pre-tested with a group of 20 older adults who were selected
randomly from the South central Minnesota Senior Federation
membership list.

Modifications concerning the wording of

the questions and design of the instrument were made as a
result of the pretest.
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The Statistica'i Package for the Soc'ial Sciences
version 10.0 (SPSSX) computer program was used for al
data analyses conducted.
Frequency counts and percentages were utilized to
analyze demographic data such as gender, age, education
level, place of residence, income, marital status and
participation/nonparticipation in organized education
act"ivities.
Frequency counts and percentages were utilized to
analyze questions regarding the availability of television, radio, video tape player/recorder, and audio
cassette player/recorder, and how often older adults read
magazines, newspaperSj books, and newsletters.
The scores obtained for the channels for dissemination
of information used by and preferred by older adults for
receiving clothing information were averaged and a rank
order was determined.
The one-way analysis of variance statistic was used to
measure hypothesis one, the relationship between the
learning style of older adults and their use of the challnels
of dissemination for receiving clothing information.

The

purpose of the analysis of variance statistic is to determine whether mean scores on one or more factors differ
significantly from each other and whether the various
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factors interact significantly with each other (Borg & Gall,
!983).

To measure hypothesis two, the relationship between
the learning style of older adults and the dissemination
channels they prefer to use for receiving clothing information, the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance was
used,

The purpose of the Kruskal-Wallis statistic is to

determine whether the population distributions from which
the samples were selected are the same

.Jurs, 1 DS:!) ,

(~Iinkle,

Wiersma, &

Th'i<l stat'ist'ic 'is a nonpar'ametric fonn of the

one-way analysis of variance which is applicable to ranked
data (Bor'g

&

Gall,1983),

To measure hypothesis three, the chi-square statistic
was used.

The purpose of the chi-square statistic is to

determine whether two frequency distributions differ
significantly from each other (Borg & Gall, 1983; Norusis,
1986).

i

To measure hypothesis four, the Kruskal-Wallis one-way
analysis of varlance statistic was used.

CH!\PTU~

IV

FINDIhIGS

The findings of this study are presented in four
par'ts:

(1)

gener'a'i char'acter"istics of U18 l""espondents, (2)

results of research questions,

(3) results of research

hypotheses, and (4) results of follow-up telephone interv'Jews.

A description of the 246 respondents who participated
in this study is presented in Table I,

The gender division

of respondents was 80.5% female and 18.7% male.

Over half

(53.3%) of the respondents were 65 to 74 years of age,

The

second largest age group (32.9%) were 75 to 84 years old and
6.5% were 85 years or older.
If/e r'I:::;!

batYl/Ben age

Only 5.7% of the respondents

and 64.

Nearly 75% of the respondents had education beyond
the eighth grade, of which 26.7% had education beyond the
12th gr'ade.
lower.

Just over 23% had an eighth grade education or

Only six percent had post-graduate education.

The residence composition of the sample was nearly
equally divided with 26.8% living in cities of 10,000
population or greater, and an equal number (26.8%)
in towns (2,500 to 9,999).

living

Nearly 25% live in small towns

of 2,500 or less and the remaining 19.5 % live in rural
at"eas.
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Title: Characteristics of the Respondents

------------Va,- -i abJ e

CI ass i f -i cat ion

Number-

--------,~----------~,-.-- .. -~-.------------

Cencier'
Age

FemaJe
Male
55 - 64
65
74

8th or 'I ess
9 -

12

13 -16

17 or mor'e
P-J ace of
Hesidence

Mar-ital
Statu~)

Hur-a-I
Small town (under 2,500)
Town (2,500 to 9,999)
City (10,000 and over)
Man' -i eel
vi-i dowed
Divorced
Never- man'-j eel

Annua 'j Gr'os.s

Income

$ 4,999

..-------------

198

BO.S

46

18.7

14

b.7

131

75 -" 84
85 and OVi;)f'

Highest Grade
Comp'l eted

Percent*

or -less

5,000 9,999
10,000-14,999
15,000" -19,999
20,000 anel over

g,t
-16

32,9

'57

L,,). L

I If)
5 "I
'15

6.5
I'~

,")

n

47.9
20.7
6.0

48
61

19. :;

24.8
26.8

66
66

26.f>

109

44,3

112

45.S
2.0
6.5

16

40

16.3

66
63

26.8
25.6

34

"13.8

32

*Categories do not always total 100% because some
respondents eliel not report.

7S

The majority of the respondents were either married
(44.3%) or widowed (45.5%) and only 8.5% had never married

or were divorced.

Slightly over 43% of the respondents had

an annual gross income of less than $10,000.

Nearly 40% of

the participants in the survey had an income between S10,000
and $19,999.

The remaining 13% had incomes of $20,000 or

above.

Q"Lm'L§tJjP9C...AYi.'ti.. J. 9.pjl... i . t.Y.9L.bJ§G.Lr9Jljcl:J§cJi i'l

Table 2 indicates ownership or availability of television and radio equipment by the respondents is very high
(95.1% and 93.5% respectively).

Only 30.5% of the respond-

ents had access to an audio cassette player/recorder and
11% had use of a video cassette player/recorder.

TABU, 2
Title: Ownership/availability of Electronic Media

__._--_.__._----

------_.._._---------_.__.
Equ'i pment

Number'

Pe.cent

__._.._------------_._._------_ __. _ -

.

..

Telev'ision

234

95.1

Radio

230

93.5

VCR

271

11.0

75

30.5

Audio Casse·tte

76

The respondents were asked to indicate how often they
read four different kinds of print media.

Table 3 shows

that newspapers were read daily by over 77% of the respondents and magazines were read either weekly or daily by
nearly 60%.

Over 56% of the respondents read newsletters

occas i ona 'I 'I y .

TABU, 3

Title: Use of Print Media

Pr"int Media

f

%

f

Never"

Occas"i ona I "I y

Weekly

Daily

%

f

f

%

. ,.
.)

55

22.4

91

37.0

82

33.3

3

I

190

77.2

2B

1 1 .4

"14

ti .

7

0

0.0

800!<.s

50

20.3

2 '1

8 . r'-)

18

48.0

~~

3

9.3

News"letter"s

22

8.9

51

20.7

'139

!S6.5

10

4. I

Magazines
Newspapers

The participation of respondents in educational classes
or courses was examined.

Nearly 75% of the respondents had

not taken a class or course during the past year.

Of the

22.4% who had taken a class or course, 45 respondents
(18.3%) attended church sponsored educational activities and
27 respondents (11%) attended classes sponsored by a Senior

n
Center"s.

Table 4 summarizes participation by the respond-

ants in educational activities.

TABLE 4
Title: Sponsoring Orgarlizations of C-lasses/CoLlrses Tal~en by
Older Adults During the Past Year

Chur'ch

45

YMCA!YVICA

2

0.0

College or University

(J

2.4

0.4

Cooperative Extension Service

1b

6. 1

Community Adult Education

12

4.9

Sen-ior- Center

27

11 .0

28

11.4

*

Other included: vocational school, hospital, business
organ"izations, health or-ganizations, &
retirement organizations

A.QL1'I,t(3{QI' ...RBCB i\/,.i nQ . ,QJQtl1.i. n9.., ,I.nfo.mati,.on

Questions investigating the channels of dissemination
preferred by older adults for receiving three types of
clothing information were utilized,

The respondents were

asked to rank the channels of dissemination in order of
pr'efer'enee "FI'mll one to eight w'ith number' olle meClIl'ing "most

7£l

pr'eferTed" and number' e'i9ht mean-in9 "least. pl-eferTed".

~,ome

respondents did not rank all ei9ht choices.
The mean and rank order for each of the challnels of
dissemination are reported in Table 5.

Magazines showed

the highest preference of all channels listed for all three
types of clothing information.

Newspapers ranked second for'

learning "how clothing helps reduce loss of body heat".
Te·!ev·~s·ion

leanl'in u

ranked second as the channe"] preferred for

"ho~1

to mal,e changes in c'loth'inq fot" easier'

dressinu and undressing" and for learninq "which clothinq
sty'leG wouhl beGt. suit your' pen;ona'i needs".
The two leaGt preferred channelG of diGsemination for
all three typeG of clothinq information were video tape
which ranked Geventh and audio tape which ranked eighth.

C.I1..;\DDQUe,.oL,QjsS'QwinatloDoL.,.JnJoJ:JDDtiqLLl),.SQ cJ", py ..(JJ _cJ?C
bcll,d..Lt;§,JQL .... g"gQi.Y.i.D9 . . ,.Qlot;hi.,DH.,lnJC!CtILaUQD,

To determine the channelG of disGemination uGed by
older adultG for receivinq three typeG of clothing information the reGpondentG were aGked to rate each channel on a
Likert-type Gcale.

The sea'i e used waG:

('1)

neve I', (2)

r'al-el y, (3) Gomet'i mes, and (4) often.
The mean and rank order for each of the channels of
di sGemi nab on are r'epot"tedi n TabJ e 6.

Over'al I, the

channelG of diGGemination were rarely uGed for receiving
MaqazineG were uGed more than the other media to get
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TABLE 5
Title: Media Preferred by Older Adults for Receiving Three
Types of Clothing Information

Media

Clothing 1
Clothing 2
Mean(Rank)*
Mean(Rank)

Cloth-ing 3
Mean(Flank)

Magaz -i nes

2.99 (I

)

2.83 ( 'I )

L~.33(·!

Telev-is-ion

3.-19(3)

3.08(2)

2.90(2)

Newspaper-s

3.15(2)

3.40(3)

3.36(3)

News-Ietten,

4.08(5)

4.01(4)

4.34(4)

Flad -i 0

3.93(4)

4.27(15)

4.:3I(G)

8001\s

4.63(6)

4.67(6)

4.76(5)

V-i deo Tape

6.76(7)

6.62(7)

6.37(7)

Audio Tape

6.7D(:3)

6.70(:3)

6.DICD)

*

)

Mean closer to one is most preferred

C-Iot.hingl: "Wan-t t.o -lear-n how c-Iothing he-Ips reduce loss
of bod y heat;"
Clothing 2: "Want to learn how to make changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"
Clothing 3:

"~Iant tolear-n which cloth-ing s-tyles would best
su-it per-sona] needs"-infoY-mation "about hcm

130

TABLE 6
Title:

Media Used by Older Adults for Receiving Three Types
of Clothing Information

._-_._----_.__. _ - - - - - - - - _.._. __._.

Cloth'jng :3
Clothing 1
Clothing 2
Mean( f"lank)
Mean(Rank)*
Mean(Rank)

f'iaqaz 'j nes

2.67(

1)

~?,27(2)

2 . 7 4 (I )

Telev'js'jon

2.60(2)

2.213(1 )

2.tL?(2)

Ne~lJspap~::r's

2.59(3)

2.23(3)

2.5B(3)

Had'jo

2.113(4)

1 .85(4)

1 .92(4)

Newsletters

I .99(5)

1 .70(5)

1 .!39(bl

Books

1 .69(6)

1 ,bO(6)

1 ,70(6)

II 'j deo Tape

1 .16 (

Audio Tape

1 , 11 ( 8 )

*

7)

12 (7)

1

12 (71

1 .09(13)

I

.oe(e)

1

Larger number indicates qreater use

C'lothing 1:

"~/ant to learn hO~1 clot,hinq helps r'educe 'loss
of body heat"

Cloth 'j ng 2:

"Warrt t o l eanl how to make changes (adaptat 'i ons)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"

c>loth'jng 3:

"want to 'learn wh'ich c'ic)thing sty'les would belot
su i t. per'sona 1 needs"

c 'I o1;h 'j nq hel ps r'educe 'loss of body heat" and "about wh i ch
clothing styles would best su'it; your' needs",

The respond ..-

ents used te'levis'ion rnor'e to qetinfor'rnat'jon "about rnaldnq
chanqes 'irl c'loth'ing for- ea~;'ier dress'irlq and undr'esG'inq".
Nowspapers was tho third most UGod diGsornination channel
roceivinq all

three types of clothinq information.

for

Video tape and audio tape were the least used channels
of dissemination for all three types of clothing information, ranking seventh and eighth respectively.
B.e.sl.L1 .Lt.c'._ot . .i3e§eClLC;;JLU),pQt, lle.§e§

The SPSSX program was used for analysis of data in this
sect"ion.

Because the frequency count was too low in some

age groups, they were collapsed into two age groups with age
5t) to 74 as "young old" and age 7'5 and ovel· as "old"

categories for purposes of data analysis.

In adcl·it·ion,

respondents were combined into three educational groups
wh·j ch i ncl uded: (1) 8th grade and under·, (2) ClUl
(3)

over 12th gracle as the educational categories for data

ana"lys']s.

t.e.~lt.U.. j.LL9..."'..t.'i. Le'"..Q.f.Be.§QQJl(jen!&

To determine the learning style of the older adults
surveyed, the Learning Style Inventory (LSI) developed by
Kolb was used.

Results shown in Table 7 indicate that the

45% of the older adults were in the Diverger group, followed

by 25.7% in the Assimilator group.

Nearly 20% were in the

Accommodator group and the remaining 10.4% were classified
as Conver'gers.

)
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Title: Older Adults Learning style Based
on Kolb Learning Style Inventory

Lear'ning Style
Assimilator

Gi

25,2

Convel~ger

;21

'10.4

Di ver'ler'

91

45.0

Accommodator'

39

'19.3

202

'100.0

Total

Note: Not all the respondents completed
the Learnin'l Style Inventory

There is no significant difference in the dissemination channels used by older adults for receiving clothing information and their learning
styles.
The one-way analysis of variance, when the dissemination channels used by older adults for receiving clothing
information and learning styles were compared, resulted in
no significant relationships.

Thus, the null hypothesis

H

_i

could not be rejected at the .05 level.

Table 8 shows the F

values and F probability for each dissemination channel used
for receiving three types of clothing information.

lAI~

;

~

TABL.E g
Title: Dissemination Channels Used by Older Adults by
Leanli ng Sty 1e

Clothing Information: How clothing helps reduce loss of
body heat
Dissemination Channel
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletter's
Newspapers
Radio
Tel ey 'j s 'j 0(1
Video Tape

.7

f) "
,;)..)

.315

.534
,e115

.392
2. 159
.395
.463

.769
.09!)
.757

155

.926
.7bO

.404

.709

Note: none were significant <.05

-,--~.-,---,---

Clothing Information: How to make changes in your clothing
for easier dressing and undressing
Dissemination Channel

F Value

Audio Tape
Book"
Magazines

I .496

.217

.600
.090
.323
.240
1 .402
.823

.615

~lew,,'letter"

New"pape ,."
Radio
Teleyi"ion
Video Tape

I . 0;23

Note: none were significant <.05

.966

,gOg
.868
.244
.478
.3f53

I
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Table 8 continued
Clothing Information: To learn which clothing styles would
best suit your personal needs.
Dissemination Channel

F Va'lul.:.:

r' Pr'obabili ty

.6-12

Aud'io Tape
Books
Hagaz 'j nes
Nel'ls 'I et te r's
NelvS'paper's
Radio
Te'ieviS'ion
Video Tape

• '129
"j

.1 b 7
.33"1

.204
1.090
. 4~J4
.[)92

.608
.943
, I~) ~~

r:S

.2Gb
.893
.365
.687
" 62'1

Note: none were S'ignificant <.05

There is' no S'ignificant difference in the diS'semination channelS' preferred by older adultS' for
receiving clothing information and their learning
S'ty'ieS' .
The purpoS'e of Null HypotheS'iS' Two waS' to dQtermine if
there were significant relationshipS' between the older
adultS' preference for diS'S'emination channels and their
learning S'tyle when locating three typeS' of clothing
information.

Only the three moS't preferred channelS' of

dissem"jnation; magazines, television, and r19wSpaper"s, were
S'elected for analysiS' uS'ing the Kruskal-Wallis one-way
analyS'is of variance.
Nine separate analyses were conducted which reS'ulted in
no significant relationS'hipS' (Table 9).

Therefore, the null

hypotheS'eS' could not be rejected at the .05 level.

T j\BLE 9

Title: Dissemination Channels Most Preferred by Older
Adults by Learning Style
Channe'l s

II

fOr'eferTed
Mar:~az

i nes
b.S9

. 134

2.90
4.01

.407
.260

Cloth'i ng
Clothing 2
Clothing 3

4.40
4.46
5.05

.2"16

Cloth"irlg 1
Clothing 2
Cloth'ing 3

0.66
0.24
0.85

.971
.B36

Clothing
Clothing 2
Clothi ng 3
Te'lev'is'ion

.2:2 "'

.171

. 8a~3

Note: none were significant <.05
II

= Kruskal-Wallis
as a

one-way analysis of variance distributed

chi~'square

Cloth'inq 1: "want to lear'n how c'loth'inq he'lps r0)c\Uce 'loss
of body heat"
Clothinq 2: "Want to learn how to make chanqes (adaptations)
hi clo'chinq for' easier' dr'essinq and undr'es(3inD"
Clothinq 3: "want to 'Iear'n which clotll'inD styles would best
suH. per'sonal needs"
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There is no significant difference in the learning
s,ty'les of older' adu'lts and (al gender', (bJ age,
(c) educat 'i ona 'I 1evel, (d 1 pI ace of r'es i dence,
and (e) participation/nonparticipation in organized educational activities,
The purpose of null hypothesis three was to determine
if there were significant relationships between the learning
styles of older adults and the demographic variables of
gender, age, educat'iona'i 'lev'" 1 , place of res;'idence, and
participation/nonparticipation in organized educational
activities.

Table 10 summarizes the results of the

chi-square analysis.

TAI3LEIO
Tit'le: Lean\'ing c;tyle by Gender', Age, Educa't'ional Leve'l,
Place of Residence, and Participation in Educational
Classes or Courses

0.1'.

GendGt"

'1.504

"
.)

S-j

qni fi cance

.68'1

Age
,656

Educational Level
Place of Residence

1.917

Participation in
Educational Activity
Note: none were significant <.05

9

. ~) 9 3

,739
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The five chi-square analyses resulted in no significant
relationships being found between the respondents learning
sty'les and their'

('I)

gendet", (2) age, (3) educationa'i 'Ieve),

(4) place of residence, and (S) participation in organized
educational activities (Table

10).

Therefore, Nul

Hypothesis Three could not be rejected at the .05 level.

There is no significant difference in the dissemination channels preferred by older adults for
receiving clothing information and (a) gender, (b)
age, (c) educat i ona 'I 'I evel, (d) pi ace of
residence, and (e) participation/nonparticipation
in organized educational activities.
The purpose of Null Hypothesis Four was to determine if
there were significant relationships between the dissemination channels preferred by older adults for receiving
clothing information and the demographic variables of
gender, age, educational level, place of residence, and
participation/nonparticipation in organized educational
acLi vi ties.

Tables

11

through

15

show the results of the

analysis using the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of
variance.

A complete report of all mean ranks are available

1n Appendix 8.
8y gender, only one significant relationship was
identified.

The ranking of magazines for receiving clothing

information about "which clothing styles best suit personal

need~3"

ViaS

S

i <jn H'i cant 'I y (p=. 043) ,~el ated to <jender'.

The

mean rank for males was 127.72 and 105.78 for females (Table
11 ) .
TABLE II
Title: Dissemination Channels Preferred for Receiving
Clothin<j Information by Gender
.----~--.-.--.---.------~-.----------.--.- .. ~-

-----~,---

Clothin<j 1
H
8'i gn.

Channels

Pr'eferred
i\ud 'i 0 Tape
Bool\s
Maqaz'i nes
Newsl ette n:
Newspapers
Rad'io
Television
Video Tape

H

O. 74

766

0.01
I 213
O. 14
O. 4f5
0.92
O. "! 3
0.88

.923
.256

= Kruskal-Wallis

Clothing 2
H
8'i gn.
0.91
0.03

O. 6(3

Cloth'irl<j 3
H
S'i qn.
.46'5
1 7"c.

.341
.8ES7
.41 7

0.53
I .86

4.09

.043*

-', p

0.92

" :3:3.'3

0.00

.274
.69:3
970

r

705

O.f5b

4g8

0.01

.9(35

.338
723

O. 64
O. I I

3150

0.23

.422
738
.629

• .;) 'oJ·':)

...-

1 .6e.
1 .20
O. 1 5

'19b

one-way analysis of variance distributed

as a chi-square

*

p

< .05

C'loth'inq 'I: "want to learn hCM cloth'irlq helps r'ecluceloss
of body hea,t"
CI o Uri ng 2: "\'iant tol ear'n hcm to make changes (adaptat 'Ion,;)
in clothing fcw easier' dr'essing and undr'ess'lng"
Clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
SLl'i

t

persona 1 nE.~eds"

--,~-,---------

...--,----~'.'.'----'---

When comparinq the channels preferred by age of the
respondent, two significant relationships between aqe and
newsletters were identified (Table 12).

The mean ranks for

newsletters as a pr'ef'3rTeci soun,:e of 'infewmat'ion abou'c "how
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"young-.o·1 d" and S9. 66 for' the "01 cI"
significant at p=.OlS.

Y·esponclents.

Tll'i s

1'121,3

Newsletters as a preferred source of

i nfonna'c i on about "how to mal,e changes .j n cloth'j ng for'

(p~'. 022) .

The mean Y'ank for "young .. ol cI"

respondents

1'121[;

112.14 and fOI" "old" ,·esponden·ts was 92.5'1.

TAB U='I 2
Title:

Dissemination Channels Preferred for Receiving
Clothing Information by Age

_

._--_._-------------_.----_._-_._._....--_._"".-..._-_.---_..• ..-Clothing 3
ClcYching ?
Clothing 1
H
Sjgn.
H
Sign.
H
Sign.
--_._--_._-----_._---_._.._--------_..
._--_._-_._-_._.
._-_.
Channe'l s
P ,'efe rTed

Aud'i () Tape
Books
ivlagaz .j nes
Newsl et'cer's
Newspapers
Radio
Televis'jon
Video Tape
H

__

0.56
0.50
0.56
5.63
0.94
0.06
0.32
0.19

= Kruskal .. Wallis

.456
.479
.455
.01S*

0.07
0.09
0.00

'""""1

0.30
0.70
0.00
0.92

•

0~")(....

.802
.567
.66 '1

G.21

.794
.760
.970
.022*
.1582
.402
.999
.339

__

0.67
1 . 16
0.24
0.20
O. .\ ($

3.19
0.22
O. '13

.415 .\

.282
.623
.658
.675
.074
.639
.720

one-way analysis of variance distributed

as a ch-j-·square

*

p

< .05

C'lothhlg '1:

"\-Iant to learn how clothinq helps reciuceloss
of bociy heat"

Cloth'jnq 2:

"\-Iant to 'Ieanl how to make chanqes (adaptat'ions)
in clotil'inq for' eas'ier' dressing and uncli"ess'jnq"

Clothinq 3:

"Want to learn which clothinq styles would best
suit personal needs"

gO
Analysis of the dissemination channels preferred by
older adults for receiving clothing information and their
educational

level resulted in three significant relation-

ships (Table 13).

The analysis was done after collapsing

the educational levels into three groups which were: (1) 0
to 8 years,

(2)

9 to

12 years

j

and (3) 13 years or more.

Newspapers as a preferred source for receiving information about "how to make changes in clothing for easier
dressing and undressing" was significant at .035.

The mean

rank for respondents who had 0 to B years was B9.70, for 9
to 12 years it was 116.06, and for 13 or more years it was
15.45 (Table 13).
Radio as a preferred source for receiving information
about "which clothing styles would best suit personal needs"
was significant (p=.010).
who had 0 to 8 years

()f

The mean rank for older adults

edLlcation was 88.91

J

for" 9 to 12

years of education it was 96.06, and for 13 or more years of
education it was 120.74,

Video tape was also significantly

(p=.041) related to the educational level of the respondents
when desiring information about "which clothing styles would
best suit personal needs".

Older adults with 0 to B years

of education had a mean rank of 10B.69.

Those with 9 to 12

years of education had a mean rank of 92.13 and for those
with 13 or more years of education it was 81.Bl (Table 13).
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TABLE 13
Title: Dissemination Channels Preferred for Receiving
Clothing Information by Educational Level
,-,----------------

Clot;hing 2
Sign.
H

Clot,iling 1
S'i gn.
H

Cilannels
Pr'efer-red

5.46
5.76
o . (59
5.47
0.62

Audio Tape
Booi,s
Magaz'i nes
Newsletters
~Iewspaper's

Radio
Televis'ion
Video Tape

5.7'::..;
4. "j 3

2.07

.06"
.00;6
.746
.065
.735
.057

4.09

129

0.83

.662

I .37

.504
.271

"127
.355

:0.

C"!oth"ing 3

H
O. "18
,"
~')

. 54

Siqn.
.9"13

170

O.9?

.63 "I

I . ~\"1
I .46

.521

.035*

9.2El
O. 60

.0'10*

17

.204
066

0.61

737

6.37

.041*

2.61

6.71
. 18
'0

~)

,-

.4?34
739

H = Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance distributed
as a chi -'squar'e

*

p

< .05

Clothing I : "\'iant to leanl ho"! clot,ll'inq helps ,'educe 'loss
of body heat"
Clothinq 2:

"Want to learn how to make changes (adaptations)
'in c'lot,hing for' eas'ier' dress'ing and und/'essing"

clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
su"i t

per'sona 1 needs"

According to place of residence, four significant
relationships were identified (Table 14).

The use of books

as a pI'eferTed soul-ce of 'infor'mat'ion for' leanl'ing "ho.!
c 'I otll "illg hel ps reduce loss of body heat" was sign 'i f"i cant
(p=.013).

The mean rank for the four categories of resi-

dence were: rural = 111,89, small town
" 88.7El, and city - 101.97.

=

125.01, town

TABU:: 14

Title: Dissemination Channels Preferred for Receiving
Clothing Information by Place of Residence

--------------,,--_._,,----------_._-'------_.

/\udi 0 Tape
Books
Hagazines
News 'I et. te r's
Newspaper's
Radio
Te"lev'is'ion

Video Tape

H

-0

0.

10.80
4.46
3.55
6 .30
4.46
6. 76
0.87

= Kruskal-Wallis

H

2 "I 6

4 .39
10.43
13.07

3 "15

2.42

.098
.21 6

.OgO

4.98
'I .56
I .09

.833

0.30

363

Hl

._--_._-------.--"-.-.--~.-.------

Clothing 3

C"lothing 2

Clothing I
H
Sign.

Channe'l s
f-' r'ef e rTed

__

.013*

.22 t)

.015*
.OOD*

.490
180
.668
779
.967

~3iqn.

H

s'i gn.

.520
.086
.439

~2 . 26
6. !59
2 71
7 ,8S

.050*
.090

6.47

'! 37
338
21 i

5.53
3.37

4.51

one-way analysis of variance distributed

as a chi-squar'e

*

p

< .05

Cloth-irlg 1: "I'lant t~olear'n ho~, c"iclth-irlq he'l ps r'educe 'loss
of body heat"
C'loth'inq 2: "~Iant to 'Iear'n ho", to make changes (adaptat'ions)
'in clothinq for' eas'ier' dressinq and undr'ess'ing"
C'ioth-ir19 3: "Want t.olear'n "'h'ich clot;il'inq BtyleB would beBt
BU i t perBona'1 needB"

BookB and maqazineB were Biqnificant (p=.015 and .005
reBpectively) as a preferred Bources of information for
learning "how to mal,e chanqoB in cloth'inS) for easier'
dress'inq and und,essinq".
rural

=

=

107.74, Bmall town

109.37.

=

books tho mean rankB wei"e:

119.74, town

= 84.54,

For magazines the mean ranks were: rural

'110,'18, mnan 'town
126.48.

r'OI"

=

'1'16,09, town:= 86.66, and c'ity

and city

=
=
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Newsletters were significantly (p=.05) related to place
of r""es·iclence when want·ing infor·mation about "wh·ich c·loth·ing
styles best suit personal needs".

The mean ranks were:

n.lral = (l4.(l·1, [omall town = 9L3!5, town =116.00, and c·ity
98.36.

Table 16 identifies five significant relationships when
comparing the disseminatiorl channels preferred for receiving
clothing information and the respondents' participation or
nonparticipation in organized educational activities.

Radio

as a preferred source for all three types of clothing
information was significantly related to participation or
nonparticipation.

Respondents who did not participate in

educational activities had higher mean ranks than those who
were participants.
Books and newspapers were significantly (poo.026 and
p=.033 respectively) related to participation or nonparticipation in organized educational activities as preferred
s()un~es

ofi nformat i on about "how to make changes in

cloth'ing for eaf:>"ier" dl"ess"ing and undt"8ss"ing".

the mean ranks for participants was 109.74 and for non-participants was 88.78.

For newspapers, the mean ranks for

participants was 103.36 and for non-participants was 123.91.
Null Hypothesis Four was rejected for 15 of the 120
individual analyses conducted.

~)

4

TABLE 1b
Title: Dissemination Channels Preferred for Receiving
Clothing Information by Participation in EducatiDnal
Classes or Courses

Channe"1 s
PreferTeci
Aud"io Tape
Books
Magazines
News 1et te I~S
Newspapers
f~ad i 0
Televis"ion
Video Tape
H

CI othi ng "I

H

Sign.

I 28
0.67
1 39

D.eS
O. 76
6_ il4

• ~2 5 9

I .59

. 41 I

4. 76
O. 70
I .09
4.53
10.07
I .46
I 37

.239
356
.384

.009*

3.69

c:. o00

O. 14

707

= Kruskal-Wallis

Clothin(J 2
H
Sign.

I-

.207
.026*

.404

C>l ot.rri ng 3
H
s-j gn.

O. 01
O . 58

o

,"> .:'

• L~)

934
.447
.637

.297
. 03~j*

.-

3.26

.072

.002*

6.44

.0"1 1*

.226
242

2

.096
.054

')

n
n

3.72

'123

one-way analysis of variance distributed

as a ell i -squar-e

*

p

<.05

Cloth"irlg "I: "1"'lant, 'colear"tl how c"lo"thing helps reduce "Iosc
of boely heat"
Cloth"ing 2: "want to "Ieanl hem to mal,e changec (adaptat"ions)
in clothing for easier dressing and undr'sssing"
Cloth"irlg 3: "I'lant to "Iear"n wh"ich cioth"irlg ctylec Iolould bect
cuit personal needc"
"---------------"-----""--"--""-~"----------"""-

To gain additional information about the respondents,
10 older adults who participated in the curvey were selected
at random and asked four questions in a telephone interview.
A copy of the interview format is in Appendix C.
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Ouestion one was: "Do you have any physicai pl"oblems;
wh'ich 'influenced your' choices of mass mecl'ia on tile survoy?"
Fivo of tho respondonts indicated that they had no problems
while 3 said they had eyesight (i.e. detached retina,
cataract) problems, one had a hearing problem and one had
both hearing and eyesight problems.

No other physical

problems were mentioned by the respondents.
Question two was:

"What sources, other than mass med"ja

J

do you use to get information to solve clothing related
P ,"ob 1ems?"

F 'j ve of the

0

'I de r adu 1 tc3 ,'esponcieel

","j

t,h no

sources, four indicated they used family members as a
source of information and two used the Extension Service as
a r"esou ,ce .

One

,espondent useel a church group anci a
a sourco of clothing information.

Quost"ion th,"oo waf,3: "Do you havo any probloms doa"l ing
with food and nutrition, housing, or clothing about which
you would 'liko to have infor"ma'vion at this t"imo'?"
the ten rospondents did not have any problems.

N'ino of

One male

respondent wanted th0J "accur'ate" i nfor"mat i on about foods for"
som0Jon0J with high chol0Jsterol.

Most of the older adults

interviewed f0Jlt they had all the information th0JY n0Jod0Jd.
OU0Jstion four was: "Would you rath0Jr r0Jc0Jive informatlon in your home or go outsido your home to g0Jt it'?
why?"

And

All ten of th0J respondents wantod to receivo informa-

tion in their own homo b0Jcause: (1) it was more convenient,
(2) it was 0Jasier, or (3) they could refer to it at a future
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One respondent was willing to go outside the home if

N_9,!J::::_,r:_GL$_p_Q.nst~~J:tt_", _ ,tnt.t?J:Y_i~,.w~ __..85~_sg~L}j;:~_~~.

To determine if the respondents to the survey differed
demographically from non-rospondents, 10 non-respondents
were selected at random and interviewed by telephone.

A

copy of the interview format used is in Appendix C.
Table 16 shows the comparison of respondents and
non-respondents by demographics.
two groups was very similar.

The gender make-up of the

Slightly over 80% of the

respondents were females while 70% of the non-respondents
wet~e

fema"1 es.
The age range for the non-respondents was 62 to 84

years.

The ages of the respondents were similar to that of

the non-respondents.

Slightly over 50% of the respondents

and 50% of the non-respondents were age 65 to 74.

Nearly

33% of the respondents and 40% of the non-respondents were

age 75 to 84,

However, 6.5% of the r"espondents wer'e 85

years of age c)r older while none of the non-respondents were
in this age group.
The educational level of the non-respondents ranged
from grade 6 to 16.

A higher percentage of non-respondents

than respondents had less than a ninth grade education while
the opposite was true for the ninth through twelfth grade
I eve 1.

80th groups had a similar percentage (20%) having a
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collego education (grade 13-16).

Six percent of the

respondents had 17 or more years of education while none of
the non-respondents were in this group.

TABLE 16
Title: A Comparison of Respondents and Non-respondents
"---'-'-~"-----'-----------"

Demoqr'aph'j cs
Gender' :
Females
Males

Respondents
N Pe,cerd:*

198
46

80.5
28. 7

Aqe:
515 to 64
615 to 74

14
131

75 to 84

81

815 and ove r'

16

[ducat i ona 1 Level:
8th g,ade or less
9th to 12th
13th to 16th
17th and above
Place of Residence:
Ru ..ell
Small Town
Town
City
Mar' 'j tal Status:
MarTi eel
~Ij eloweci
D'j vorced
Neve r' Ma r' r' i ed

*

5

7

h ")

",

~)~).,,)
,")

~')

,~)

9
6. 5
c: •

Non- fles ponden ts
N Per'cent*

7

10,1)
5

50.0

4

40.0
0.0

6

60.0
10.0
20.0
0.0

o

57

,).,)
i)
<,-0,,,-

I 18
6 "I
15

47. 9
20.7
6.0

48
61
66
66

19. 5
24.8
26.8
26 .8

2
:3
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44.3
4,6.5
2.0

4
4

6. 5

2

'I '12

5
16

70.0
30.0

[5

o

o

20.0

SO.O
'50.0
0.0

40.0
40.0
0.0
20.0

Percentaqes elo not total 100% due to some respondents not
r'epor'tinq data

By place of residence, 20% of the non-respondents were
from rural locations, 30% were from small towns (Under
2,500), and 50% resided in towns (2,500 to 9,999).

The

rural and small town composition of both the respondents and
non-respondents were similar.

However, the non-respondents

had 50% living in towns while the respondents had 26.8%.
Over 26% of the responderlts r"esided in the city (10,000 and

above) compared to none of the non-respondents.
By marital status the percentage of respondents and
non-respondents who were married, widowed, or divorced was
very similar.

A higher percentage of non-respondents were

never" marTi(3d,

Generally, the survey respondents were similar to the
sample of non-respondents by gender, age, and marital
status.

Differences in demographics occurred in educational

level and place of residence.
In addition to determining the demographics of the
non-respondents, they were asked if there were any reasons
they did not complete the mailed survey.

Four of the

non-respondents indicated illness at the time the survey
was received as the major reason for not participating.
Othel~ r'eal.,ons 'includeci,

"poor' eyesight", "d'idn't car'e to do

it", "found no sensa to 'it", anel "ovel"'looked 'it".

One of

the femai a n()n-r'e~;pondent,s sai d, "I was too bue.,) car'i ng
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for my 94 year old mother".

Another non-respondent inter-

viewed "indicated she owns a business and was very busy at
the time the survey arrived.

CHAF-'TER II
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

f:)tlULO s<c'''-.Q:t.thQ....$.tIJQY

This study was designed to investigate the learning
styles of older adults, age 55 and over, using the Kolb
Learning Style Inventory

(1985

version).

A second purpose

was to deter"mine if there is a r"elationship between learning

style and the channels of dissemination used by and preferred by older adults for receiving three types of clothing
information.

A third purpose was to examine the relation-

ship between selected demographic variables and the learning
style of older adults.

A fourth purpose was to investigate

the relationship between the channels of dissemination
preferred by older adults for receiving clothing information
and selected demographic variables.

f.(S'ts.Q&lXc;!l.Du e§.tJCJXL§ ....a rL\LJ:!ypgtbQ§§.s
This research was designed to investigate the following
ques·t·j ons:
1. What channels for the dissemination of information
are used by older adults for receiving clothing informat·j on?
2. What channels for the dissemination of information
are preferred by older adults for receiving clothing
.j nfonnati on?
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3. Do older adults have available for use the following: television, radio, video tape player/recorder, and
audio cassette player/recorder?
4. How often do older adults read magazines, newspapers, boo!<s, and newsletter"s7

6. Did the older adults participate in educational
classes or courses during the past year?

If they did, who

were the sponsoring organizations?
Nu 1 'I hypo-c!,eses:
1. There is no significant difference in the dissem-

i naU on channel s used by

0

'I der adu H.s for r'ece 'j v'i ng cl Otlli 119

information and their learnin9 styles.
2. There is no si9nificant difference in the dissemination channels preferred by older adults for receiving
clothing information and their learnin9 styles.
3. There is no significant difference in the learning
styles of older adults and (a) gender', (b) age, (cl
educat 'i ona 'I level, (d) place of r'es'i de nee , and (e)
participation/nonparticipation in organized educational
activities.
4. There is no significant difference in the dissemination channels preferred by older adults for receivin9
c'iothh19 hlfonnat'jon and (a) gender', (b) age, (cl
educati ()na I 1eve 'I, (d) p I ace of r'es i dence, and (e)
participation/nonparticipation in or9anized educational
activities.
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The Kolb Learning Style Inventory, 1985 version, was
used to determine the learning style of the older adults
surveyed.

The questionnaire developed by the researcher

provided demographic data and information about the dissemination channels used by and preferred by older adults for
receiving three types of clothing information.
The survey questionnaire was mailed to a random sample
of 400 persons, age 55 and over, living in Mankato, Minnesota and the surrounding nine county area.

A total of 275

(69%) older adults returned questionnaires, of which 246
( hi . 5%) we r'e usab Ie.

[29t"L0J:gLly'~js

The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences, version 10.0 (SPSSX).

Fr'equency

counts and percentages were used to analyze demographic
data.

Chi-square, one-way analysis of variance, and

Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance procedures were
used to test the significant relationships of the stated
null hypotheses.

The level of significance was set at .05.

Eingings
The sample of older adults (N=246) included 198
(80.5%) females and 46 (18.7%) males.

The ratio of females

to males in the sample was higher than the Minnesota Region
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Nine ratio fof the elderly (Area Agency on Aging, 1985).
Over half of the sample were 65 to 74 years of
nearly 33% were 75 to 84 years of age.

ag~,

while

Only 6.5% of the

sample were 85 years of age or older, arId 5.7% were age 55

to 64.

According to age, the sample of older adults was not

representative of the Minnesota Region Nine population of
older" aclu"lts.

The sample of older adults age 55 to 64 was

lower in number than the Region Nine population, while the
65 to 84 age group were higher in number than the population
from which the sample was taken (Area Agency on Aging,
"IS8tj).

The educational level of the sample ranged from fourth
grade to post-graduate.

Nearly 50% of the sample had

between 9 and 12 years of education and over 26% had some
college education.

Less than 25% of the sample had an

eighth grade education or less.

The sample differs from the

Minnesota Region Nine population in that 53% of those in
Region Nine have an eighth grade education or lessr while
21.3% have between 9 and 12 years of education.

Only 17.6%

of the Region Nine population had some college education.
By place of residence, the sample was nearly equally
divided between rural (19.5%), small town (24.8%), town
(26.8%), and city (26.8%).
The majority of the sample was either married (44.3%)
or widowed (45.5%).
never marr"ied.

The remainder (8.5%) were divorced or.

Compar"ed to the Minnesota Region Nine
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population of older adults, the sample had fewer married
persons, and more widowed persons (Area Agency on Aging,
1985),

Over 60% of the sample had an income of $10,000 or
above, while 26.8% had incomes between $5,000 and $9,999.
The remaining 16.3% had incomes of less than $6,000.

The

sample had a higher percentage of persons earning below
the poverty level.

Of Minnesota's Region Nine 60 and older

population, 8.5% are living below the Federal poverty level
which is $5,156 for individuals living alone and $6,503 for
a coupl e (AI'ea Agency on Agi ng ,198!);

f.\Ar~P ,1986).

Over 90% of the older adults had access to television
and radio.

Those who had access to audio cassette

player/recorder equipment represented 30.5% of the sample
and only 11% had access to a video cassette player/recorder
equ'ipment.
Newspapers were read daily by over 77% of the sample
and magazines were read either daily or weekly by )learly
60%.

Books and newsletters showed a lower readership.
Over 22%

of the older adult sample participated in one

or more educational activities sponsored by churchs, senior
centers, community adult education, the Cooperative Extension Service, colleges and universities, the YMCA/YWCA, or a
library.

These findings indicate the sample of older adults

had a greater' participation rate than that found in other
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studies (Tanner, 1971; Harris & Associates, 1975; Heisel, et
al., 1981; and Fisher, 1986).
The three channels for dissemination of clothing
information preferred by the sample of older adults were
magazines, television, and newspapers.

The least preferred

channels of dissemination were video tape and audio tape.
There was little difference between the means of each
channel for the three types of clothing information.
The findings are similiar to those reported in studies by
Koester and Leber (1984), Shadden and Raiford (1981), and
Jensen (1982). However, Newenham (1983) found a small
preference for newspapers as a channel for receiving health
information.
The older adults surveyed used magazines, television,
and newspapers more than they did radio, newsletters, books,
audio tape, and video tape for receiving clothing information.

Jensen (1981), Kaiser and Chandler (1985), and Tims

(1984) found newspapers and magazines were used in varying
amounts by older adults for obtaining clothing information.
Television was used the least often according to Kaiser and
Chandler (1985).

Tims (1984) found television was used more

by those in the 65 to 74 age group.

Because the type of

clothing information used in the research reviewed varies,
the comparisions are tenuous.
Using the Kolb Learning style Inventory, it was
determined that nearly half (45%) of the older adults
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sur'veyed were in the Diverger" grOL!p, followed by 25.5% in

the Assimilator group, 19.3% in the Accommodator group, and
10.4% in the ConvergeI' group.

The literature reviewed

contained no information regarding the learning styles of
older adults based on the Kolb LSI.
~Ihen

the d"i ssemi flat"i on channe I s

"lls_,,_~i

by 0"1 del'" adu "It."";

for receiving three types of clothing information and
learning styles were compared, no significant relationships
were identified.

In reviewing the literature, no studies

were found that compared the channels of dissemination used
by older adults to their learning styles.

Thus, the

findings reported here add new information relative to
learning style theory.
The tlH"ee h"i ghl Y

PJ::gf"r:x:§,~1

dissemi

naj~"ion

channels for"

receiving clothing information; magazines, television. and
newspapers, were not significantly related to the learning
style of the older adults.

These results differ from the

findings of Whitney and Caplan (1978), who found a significant relationship between preference for audio tape as a
method for continuing education and learning styles.
However, Fox (1984) found no relationship between learning
style and the instructional preferences of older adults.
An analysis of the relationship between the learning
style of older adults and the demographic variables of
gender, age, educational level, place of residence, and
participation/nonparticipation in educational classes or
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courses was conducted.

No significant relationships were

found, therefore the null hypotheses could not be rejected.
These findings are in agreement with Merritts'

(1983)

study

which compared age and learning style as measured by the
Kolb and Canfield models.

Davenport

(1986)

also found no

statistically significant relationship between two age
categories of older adults and learning style as measured by
Gregorics' Style Delineator.
&

Sch'luder'mann,

1974;

Swartz

However, some studies (Tramel"
S,

V"ar'p,

1967;

Davenpol"t,

'1986)

found relationships between learning style and gender, age,
and/ or' educed;i ana 'I

I eve I .

The relationships between the dissemination channels
PLQJe,LCed by older' adults fen- r'eceiving three types of
c 'loth 'j ng

'j

nformat i on and gencle I" , age, educat 'j onall evel ,

place of residence and participation/nonparticipation in
educational classes or courses were analyzed.
the 120 comparisons resulted in significant relationships.
Gender was significantly related to magazines for receiving
one type of clothing information.

Age as a variable was

significantly related to newsletters as a dissemination
channel for receiving two types of clothing information.
Three significant relationships between the preferred
dissemination channels and educational level of the older
adults surveyed were identified.

Newspapers, radio, and

video tapes as a source of specific clothing information
were significantly related to educational level.
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According to place of residence, four of the 24
comparisons had significant relationships with channels of
dissemination.

Books were related to place of residence

as preferred channels for obtaining two types of clothing
information.

Magazines and newsletters had a significant

relationship to respondents place of residence.
Five significant relationships were identified when
comparing the preferred dissemination channels and the
respondents' participation or nonparticipation in organized
educational activities.

Radio, as a preferred source for

all three types of clothing information, was significantly
related to participation/nonparticipation.

Books and

magazines were also related to participation or nonparticipation as sources of clothing information.
No research studies were reviewed regarding the
relationship between the preferred channels of dissemination
and gender, age, educational level, place of residence, or
participation/nonparticipation in organized educational
activities to use for comparision with the findings of this
study.
Results of follow-up interviews with ten randomly
selected respondents found that half had no physical
problems which could have influenced their choice of mass
media on the survey.

However, three respondents had vision

problems, one had a hearing problem, and one had both
vision and hearing problems.

Five respondents used other
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sources to get information to solve clothing problems, such
as, family members, the Extens"ion Service, church groups,

and reading groups.
Nine of the ten respondents interviewed did not
identify any problems dealing with food and nutrition,
housing, or clothing.

All ten of the respondents preferrod

to get information in their home rather than go outside the
home to obtain it because it was more convenient, easier,
and allowed them to refer to it at a later time.
To determine if the respondents differed demographically from non-respondents, ten non-respondents were chosen
at random and interviewed.

GeneY"ally, the survey respond-

ents were similar to the sample of non-respondents by
gender, age, and marital status.

The education~1 level of

the respondents was higher than that of the non-respondents.
Reasons given by the non-respondents for not completing
the mailed survey included: (1) illness at the time of the
sur'vey, (2) pOOl' eyes'ight, (3) being too bu,;y w'ith oLher
responsibilities, and (4) not wanting to participate in the
suy"vey.

The following conclusions are based on the preceding
data analysis and discussion of the findings.
1,

The use of learning style (measured by the Kolb

learning style Inveniory, 1985 version), as a guide when
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selecting channels for dissemination of clothing information
was not affirmed.
2.

No support can be given to the relationship between

learning style and gender, age, level of education, place
of residence, and participation/nonparticipation in organized educational activities.
3.

Demographic data may be useful as an indicator of

which channels of dissemination are preferred by older
adults for receiving clothing information.
Participation/nonparticipation in organized educational
activities was one variable that had a significant relationship to radio, books, and newspapers.
4.

The media most used by older adults; magazines,

ne~lspaper's,

and television, were selected as the mos'c

preferred media for obtaining clothing information.

These

preferred media included a visual component.
5. The respondents higher rate of· participation in

organized educational activities and higher educational
level supports previous research which purports a positive
relationship between these two variables .

.LmrLl.i~;.§ticm§
The following implications are based on the findings
of this study.
1. A variety of mass media

1S

available for dissem-

ination of clothing information to older adults, but

III

magazines, television, and newspapers appear to be the most
effective with the current cohort of older adults.
2. Because a relationship between learning style and
dissemination channels is lacking, the choice of mass media
to disseminate clothing information is dependent upon other
factor's.

The type of clothing information should be consid-

ered when selecting the specific type of mass media.

If a

visual format is more appropriate, then the channel of
dissemination should include a visual format.
3. As the newer mass media technology, i.e. video
tape, become more commonly used, the preferences of the
I

next cohort of older adults may differ from those of the
current population of older' adults.
4. Use of mass media for dissemination of clothing
information to older adults which are not the preferred
channels for receiving information, may be less effective in
meeting the information needs of the older adults.

The following recommendatins are based on the findings
of this study and on the review of literature regarding
learning style theory, dissemination channels used by and
preferred by older adults, and the participation of older
adults in organized educational activities.

The recommend-

ations have been divided into two sections: (1) recommend-

11 :2

ations for" futur"e research, and (2) recc)mmendatiorls for

the practitioner.

RBggmmBUQqj;je.IJ.§ ....EeL .......F..L.i.t.l1.C.G .....RB§Gi" •. rc;1]

1. Additional research needs to be conducted using the
Kolb Learning Style Inventory with older adults.
the inventory needs to be made more readable for

~Iowever,

individuals

with decreased visual acuity.
2. Similar studies which use other areas of information

needed by older adults, such as, housing, food and nutrition, consumer information, health care, and financial
needs, could be conducted and the findings compared to this
s·cudy.
3. Agencies and organizations need to be surveyed to

determine what media channels they are using to disseminate
information to older adults and compared to the channels
which are preferred by older adults.
4. Case studies could be used to provide an in depth

examination of how older adults use the preferred channels
of dissemination for obtaining specific kinds of informat·i on.
5. Research needs to be conducted to examine other
methods of disseminating clothing information to older
adults, such as, telephone hot lines, point-of-sale brochures, interactive and cable television.
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1. H()me economists and adult educators need to use the
mass media preferred by the current cohort of older adults,
-i

.s. magazlrles, 'televisic)n] and rlewspaper's, when d-issem-

inating clothing information.

However, as the cohort of

oider adults changes, it may be necessary to select other
mass media for dissemination of information.
2. Gaining more information about the learning styles
of older adults, as it becomes available, could aid the
practitioner in facilitating the continued learning of older
adults.
3. Factors such as physical impairment of vision and
hearing, and the desire by older adults to receive information in their homes, should be considered by the practition-

er when selecting mass media.

Print media should have

larger print size and a high contrast between paper and the
ink for easier reading by those with reduced visual acuity.
4. Agencies and organizations involved in disseminating
information to older adults need to involve the older
adults themselves in planning and delivery of that information to insure it's relevance.
5. Home economists and adult educators conducting
in-service training for practitioners should provide
training in the selection and use of mass media related to
its use and to the preferences of the targeted older adult
popu 1at·i on .
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College of Natural Sciences, Mathematics and Home Economics
Home Economics Department
MSU Box 44
Mankato, Minnesota 5600 I
(507) 389-2421

April 13, 1987

Dear Senior Citizen:
I am conducting a survey of older adults in southern
Minnesota and I need your help in determining which sources
of information older adults prefer to use for obtaining
specific kinds of clothing information.
I am also attempting
to determine differences in learning style.
Your participation
in this survey is of tremendous value.
The results of this
survey will help us better reach ~ and other older adults
with needed information for daily living.
Your answers to the questions will be held in strict
confidence and will be grouped with others for analysis.
please mail the completed questionnaire by April 24, 1987,
using the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope.
If you
have any questions, feel free to call me at (507) 389-5926
or 389-2421.
Thank you for being willing to participate in this
survey.
Sincerely,

,ihCZ-Lh ~<-:u
Grace Keir, Instructor
Home Economics Department
GK/dm
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
1.

iNhich of the following do you own or have available for your
use?

2.

Check all that apply.
_ _Television
_ _Radio
_ _VCR (video tape player/recorder)
_ _Audio cassette player/recorder

How often do you read the following?
Daily
Magaz ine s ................ .
Newspapers ..••..••...••...

Check one box in each row.
Weekly Occasionally Never

·
·

Bo 0 k s ••••••.••..••••.•••.• •

Newsletters ......... ······ •

J.

Have you taken any classes or courses within the past year?
If yes, which of the following sponsored
_No
_Yes
the educational activity? Check them.
Church
YMCA/YWCA
College or University
Library
Cooperative Extension Service
Community Adult Education
Senior Center
Other, please list

Please turn to the next page.
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INSTRUCTIONS: When answering questions 4, 5, and 6, number them
in order of your preference from 1 to 8. Number 1 for the most
preferred, number 2 for the next one and so on up to 8.
Here is an example:
(Please fill in each blank
--:LAudio tape
and use each number only
.3 Books
'; Magaz ines
once) .
--L-Newsletters
.1-News papers
-.i:.-Radio
....b-Televis ion
-LVideo tape
4.

If you want to learn how clothing helps reduce loss of body
heat, what sources of information would you prefer to use?
Number them in order of your preference from 1 to 8.
_ _Audio tape
_ _Books
_Magazines
_ _ Newsletters
_ _ Newspapers
_ _Radio
_ _Television
_ _ Video tape

5.

If you want to learn how to make changes (adaptations) in your
clothing for easier dressing and undressing, what sources of
information would you prefer to use? Number them in order of
your preference from 1 to 8.
_Audio tape
_ _Books
_ _Magazines
_Newsletters
_Newspapers
_ _Radio
_ _Television
_ _Video tape

Please turn to the next page.

._""'"'"
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If you wanted to learn which clothing styles would best suit
your personal needs. what sources of information would you
Number them in order of your preference from
pre fer to use?
1 to 8.
_ _Audio tape
_ _Books
_ _ Magazines
_ _ Newsletters
_Newspapers
_ _ Radio
_ _Television
_ _Video tape
INSTRUCTIONS: When answering questions 7. 8. and 9. put an X in
the circle under the response that best describes your answer.
Here is an example:

7.

Never

Rarely

Books .•...••.•...•...•....•

0

0

Magaz ines ..................

0

J5.....

Sometimes

~
0

Often
0
0

During the past year. how often have you used the following
sources to get information about how clothing helps reduce
loss of body heat?

Aud io tape ................ .
Books ..............••....•.
Magaz ines .•.•..•..•.......•

Newsletters ............. ···
N~wspapers

............. ··•·

Radio ......... ·············

Television ........ ···· .... .
Video tape .............. ···

Please turn to the next page.

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

8.

9.
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During the past year, how often have you used the following
sources to get information about making changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often

Audio tape..................

0

Books. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . .•

0

Magaz ine s .................. ,

0

Newsletters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

0

Newspapers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

0

Radio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

0

Television. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

Video tape..................

0

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

During the past year, how often have you used the following
sources to get information about which clothing styles would
best suit your needs?
Never Rarely Sometimes Often
Audio tape..................

0

Books. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

Magaz ines. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

0

News lett ers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

Newspapers ..................

0

Radio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0

Television. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

0

Video tape..................

0

Please turn to the next page.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Please answer the following questions about yourself.
10.

Your sex: (check one)

11-

What is your age?

male

female

(check one)

_ _1) 65 to 74 years
_ _2) 75 to 84 years
_ J ) 85 years and over
Circle the highest grade completed in school.

12.
0
13·

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17+

Which of the following best describes your place of
residence? Please check one.
_ _1)
_ _ 2)
_ _ 3)
_ _4)

14.

6

rural
small town (under 2,500)
town (2,500 to 9,999)
city (10,000 and over)

'#hat is your marital status?

Please check one.

_ _1) married
_ _2) widowed

_ 3 ) divorced
_ _4) single (never married)
15.

What is your gross annual income ( from all sources)?
Please check one.
_ _1) $ 4,999
_ _2) $ 5,000
_ 3 ) $10,000
_ 4 ) $15,000
_ 5 ) $20,000

or less
to 9,999
to 14,999
to 19,999
and over

Thank you for taking time to answer these questions.
Please turn to the Learning Style Inventory on the next page
and answer the questions. Because the print is small, you might
like to use a magnifying glass for easier reading.
Please turn to the next page.

H

;
Iii!,

APPENDIX 8
Kr"uskal·-Wallis Orle-Way Analysis of Var"iance
Mean Ranl~s
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KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - MEAN RANKS
Channels of dissemination preferred for receiving clo~hing
information by learning style.
Learning Style
Clothing

"I

Magazines
Newspapers
Television

Assimilator Converger Diverger Accommodator
104.62
102.97
82.92

113.67
92.83
98.74

94.93
97.46
101 .84

82.42
95.45
103.82

89.39
97.67
84.64

109.38
94.10
90.43

97.53
96.03
98.53

87.01
92.09
108.57

93.76
93.97
86.44

116.70
90.63
87.43

93.30
94.31
99.56

102.44
110.24

clothing 2
Magazines
Newspapers
Television
Clothing 3
Magazines
Newspapers
Television

88.32

Note: None were significant <.05
Clothing 1: "Want to learn how clothing helps reduce "loss
of body heat"
Clothing 2: "Want to learn how to make changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"
Clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
suit personal needs"
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KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - MEAN RANKS
Channels of dissemination preferred for receiving clo't,hing
information by gender.
Gender
Clothing 1
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
News'letters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

Female

Ma'ie

96.99
107.69
110.32
102.77
112.13
107.62
113.69
99.17

94.39
106.65
123.16
106.82
119.89
118.13
109.71
90.15

98.69
106.35
109.40
104.17

89.36
104.42
118.26
114.06
110.59
100.87
108.88
100.39

Clothing 2
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

111 .08

109.58
112.64
95.63

Clothing 3
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

*

95.76
98.98
105.78
98.22
111 .95

104.53
112.24
93.57

88.58
113.53
127.72*
108.36
97.50
92.69
'107.91
93.20

P <.05

Clothing 1: "Want to learn how clothing helps reduce loss
of body heat"
Cloth i ng 2: "Want to 1earn how to make changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"
Clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
suit personal needs"
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KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - MEAN RANKS
Channels of dissemination preferred for receiving clothing
information by age.
AGE
Clothing 1
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

55 -

74

75 & over

93.95
108.77
109.01
109.81
109.25
109.81
'113.91
98.23

99.80
102.76
115.52
89.66*
117.72
107.84
108.95
94.80

95.78
105.95
'109.88
112.14
108.22
110.20
111 .00
93.33

97.85
103.36
110.20
92.51*
113.02
102.97
111.01
100.94

91. 51
103.68
'106.99
99.78
109.82
106.73
109.00
91 .54

97.48
94.60

Clothing 2
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape
Clothing 3
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

*

111.13

96.04
106.17
91.43
113.07
94.40

P <.05

Clothing 1: "Want to learn how clothing helps reduce loss
of body heat"
Clothing 2: "Want to learn how to make changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"
Clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
suit personal needs"
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KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - MEAN RANKS
Channels of dissemination preferred for receiving clothing
information by education.
Years of Education
Clothing 1
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

o -

8

9 -

12

13 & over

1'12.74
119.67
109.26
90.98
105.81
95.18
112.94
97.50

92.80
107.99
114.07
111.89
113.83
106.21
104.45
92.20

89.54
92.30
106.73
94.31
113.72
123.10
124.94
104.74

106.98
104. 15
102.59
92.58
89.70
103.69
129.07
101.61

98.27
108.41
109.86
109.88
116.01
102.65
103.55
94.10

85.83
99.72
116.53
105.50
115.45*
119.69
109.83
95.08

96.38
110.01
102.15
90.9'1
99.04
88.91
111 .53
108.69

93.24
102.98
111 .92
98.41
111 .64
96.01
107.52
92.13

9'1.91
89.56
107.43
103.92
110.21
120.74*

Clothing 2
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape
Clothing 3
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

*

1 1 5 • 1 '1

81.81*

p <.05

Clothing 1: "Want to learn how clothing helps reduce loss
of body heat"
Clothing 2: "Want to learn how to make changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"
Clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
suit personal needs"
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KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - MEAN RANKS
Channels of dissemination preferred for receiving
information by place of residence

clot~ing

Place of Residence
Clothing 1
Aud'io Tape
Books
Magazines
News'letters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

Rur'al

Small Town

Town

C'ity

95.66
111.89
106.30
100.87
118.87
115.15
111.69
97.71

106.19
125.01
121. 39
94.70
94.50
95.55
97.04
102.54

88.78
98.90
114.96
112.55
118.32
110.70
94.79

87.76
101.97*
116.71
98.90
122.16
106.00
127.55
93.63

91.78
107.74
1 '10.18
104.98
114.35
116.34
106.54
97.33

107.82
119.86
116.09
97.23
94.16
101.13
107.23
96.82

98.6'1
84.54
86.66
114.75
115.61
107.72
117.58
97.44

87.30
109.37*
126.48*
102.74
116.07
106.49
111.47
92.91

88.25
100.86
119.77
84.81
105.74
114.33
110.98
97.20

102.84
117.83
106.02
91.35
91.52
89.29
113.42
101.66

92.27
89.99
100.88
115.00
116.57
96. '16
99.47
92.40

90.0'1
96.39
110.48
98.36*
117.42
108.04
119.49
80.60

95.43

Clothing 2
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape
C'lothing 3
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape

*

P <.05

Clothing 1: "Want to learn how clothing helps reduce loss
of body heat"
Clothing 2: "Want to learn how to make changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"
Clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
suit personal needs"
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KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - MEAN RANKS
Channels of dissemination preferred for receiving clothing
information by participation/nonparticipation in orgariized
education activities.
Participation
C'lothi ng 1
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspaper's
Radio
Television
Video Tape

No

Yes

98.08
106.96
112.33
104.24
108.91
100.74
105.43
96.86

88.64
99.23
100.90
95.67
117.46
125.89*
124.3'1
93.71

98.91
109.74
106.50
107.02
103.36
98.39
106.63
98.18

88.23
88.78*
114.51
97.14
123.91*
128.70*
118.43
88.19

93.19
101. 32
108. 10
102.12
102.71
93.49
105.07
97.00

92.51
94.39
103.67
88.47
119.96
1 '16.82*
121.16
80.77

Clothing 2
Audio Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Television
Video Tape
Clothing 3
Aud'io Tape
Books
Magazines
Newsletters
Newspapers
Radio
Te'l ev i s ion
Video Tape

*

P <.05

Clothing 1: "Want to learn how clothing helps reduce loss
of body heat"
Clothing 2: "Want to learn how to make changes (adaptations)
in clothing for easier dressing and undressing"
clothing 3: "Want to learn which clothing styles would best
suit personal needs"

APPENDIX C
Telephone Interview Formats

FOLLOW--UP TELEPHONE IN1'ERVIEW WITH NON-RESPONlJEN1'S
HI~!Hn;

He 110.

Phone no.
Th'is '1;-::; Clr'ace Ke'ir' at
t,oday'?
F~ec()nt,'1

y

you

r"f~CE3'1

iViank;~(to

:3tat,c) Un'ivc;["·s'iL'r'.

f'lc)t,"j

';11"";:: "IOU

veo a. ;3Ut'vey ques·t·j OrHV:l 'i r'"() fl"'(){fl me,

Alt~IOUg~l

you didn't participate in t~le survey, Wh'ICIl is o~·
I would like some 'information about the persons who didl'l't~
r'eturl'l ·the quest·ion'laires.

l'~lis

illfor'rrlat~ion

'is irrlpor,·tant 'if the s'tudy 'is to I'lave
usefu')1'18SS to those peopie or cJr'ganizations whc) pl-ov'ids
irlfor'mat'ion to o'lder adul'ts.
VOLI WGi-e 0(18 10 persons selected at rarldc)m.

Is

t~lis

If

110.

a GOflverl'ierl't t'ime for jC)U to answer 4 qL1GS't'lorls?
cou'1d I ca'!'] you back at a rn()f'8 conven'ierlt t,inle?

~\iherl

?

Whc.':l.t time?

(,)!)(-~st

(Check

Ions:

'~
i ') HI a 1" r" i 0 d
.................~"'..,,_... 2) V,I'ldovJecJ
3) eJ'ivor'ced
•• _ ••• __ •• _ _

. . . "_M

4. Is ther'e any perticulat" r'eason(s) for not c;olnpie'ting the
eu ry'vey?

Place of

r'es'icl()ncc~

.... _....._"..~~._ . _ i)

........~ ......._. __.. 2)
_..___ .._~...._._....._.~~"_ 3)
4)

(Dc0t,(;::r'm'ineci fr'om m,:::l.'i'i ino z;J,ddr'c.-;:;..s)

J"' u r' a '1

small tOlm (unclel·· 2,5(0)
to\"fn (2:, E.i 0 0 to 9) 99 Sl )
c'ity (iO,OOO ;;.lnd over')

"'HANK YOU FOR l'AKING TIME 'ro ANSWER
/\

~IICE:

Df\Y.

l'~iESE

QlJES1·IONS.

HAVE

FOLLOW"UP TEL,EPHONE INTERVIEW WI-rH
Hello,

RCSPON[EN-r~;

f'II"/MI"3

F)hone no." ~
Th"is "is Gr"ace Keir at

Manl~a"to

state Url'ivers'ity.

I~ow

\I<~

Y(JLI

t. ociay?

I warlt ·to "tharlk YOLI tor answering 'the survey qU8st'i0flt'la'ir'e
YC)u Y'ec8j")'tly returned ,to me.

whic~l

In order' to fLlrther Llrlderstand the r'esLI'its of tl'lG SLlfVey I
am ca-I'ling 10 per'sofls selec'Led at r'andom "Le) ask Barrie
additiorlu'l ques't-ioflS.
Is th'is a COflverlierlt t"ilne for YOU to answer' ~, qlJ0st ()flS':'
(If no) Could I ca'!"1 YOLI back at a mar"s convenierlt t'irrle~1
IdhGn?
\>\ihat t'irnc~',?
QUE-}~:::.~t '] OilS:

1.

Do you have 2flY physical probiems wh'ich m'i9~lt ~lave
-inf']Llenced your' cho"ices of mass media OYI tl'lG sur'vey
such as poor hearirlg or" eyesight~·

2. Wilat sour·CGs. other' than mass media, do
'i

nf()r"nv).t~ ') on

~Iome

3.

'Lo so -I ve c: i c)t. h"j nq

Economists

'ifl

(';':.0

YOll

'I i:'d..::.c:d pr"c')b I,;,:

'L0
(t;)){_

8xtellsion)

Do you have d.ny pr"()b-ium~;'3 c!C)r:ll"inq \","ith fuud g rlut,r'it-~!(i!"l)

hOllsirlg, or cia'thing about which you wou'id
'i nfor'rna't"i on?
If yes! what ar'e they?

4.

t,lSe
ill;:)';'

(IF you need informa'tion)
'j nf 0 l~rn,xL 'i on

in you r" hCHI1(; 0

Wou'ld
t'

YOLI

SJO out;:.; ')

i'ike

0 t12ve

ratt"ler' rece"lve
dC0

you r' home

to q(:t

j'L,?

T~iANK

YOU FOR

l\ !\IJCE D/\Y"

TAKI~!G

l"IME

oro ANSWER -r'HESE

QULSTIO~IS.

i'-IAVE

